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Dining services continues to
improve its accommodations for
the increasing number of students on the Hill with food allergies or sensitivities.
"More and more students are
developing allergies," Director of
Dining Services Firouz Khaksar
said. "It seems like it 's going up
every year."
Currently, dining services offers lists of ingredients for their
items and also posts signs next to
foods that contain allergens.
"Our position is that we make
sure they have all the information
they need so that they can make
the educated decision about what

One recent
change is that
dining services
no longer
includes pine
nuts in the
pesto used
on campus.

they eat," Khaksar said.
One recent change is that
dining services no longer includes pine nuts in the pesto
used on campus .
"Sodexo takes [food allergies]
and food safety very seriously,"
Khaksar said. "We go out of our
way to make sure [students] get
what they need."
The number of students requesting gluten-free items has
also increased on campus.
"We try to expand our line
of items that are gluten-free:
the cookies, the cakes and other
items." Khaksar said. "We feel like
it 's important enough and we keep
getting more kids asking for gluten-free items...[we want students
to] enjoy a wide variety of foods,
so that they are not so limited."
To this end, dining services is
also currently developing glutenSee ALLERGIES. Page 2
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Students don their Mule Mob apparel and show their school spirit at the first home football game of the season on Saturday. Sept. 24.

UWC alumni diversify Hill

Nearly 30 f ormer United World College students join the class of 2015
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
NEWS STAFF

The number of United World
College (UWC) graduates on the
Hill reached a new height this
year with the addition of nearly 30
UWC alumni to the class of 2015.
Actively recruited for their proven
academic achievements and the values instilled by a global institution
committed to uniting people across
nations and cultures, UWC grads
contribute to the campus community as global citizens.
"After UWC, I was ready to go
anywhere," Jean-JacquesNdayisenga * 13 said, who was bom in Rwanda and attended UWC Costa Rica.
"I feel like I have lived in every
country in the world because I got to
know so many diverse people."
UWC is a two-year academic
program that replaces the last two
years of a standard high school
education. Students attend one
of 13 locations across the globe,
where they receive a high-standard liberal arts education while
simultaneously experiencing the
world and its diverse peoples in
new ways. Applicants go through
four rounds of rigorous interviews and tests before they are
selected to participate.
International Club President
Mugyenzi Innocent '13 , who
attended the United World College of the Atlantic in the U.K.,
worked closely with the Office of Admissions to make the

class of 2015 one of the most eign environment and usually in a
diverse groups of students the non-native language," he said.
With an average of 70 differCollege has ever seen. Innocent
corresponded personally with ent nationalities represented in all
13
United World Colleges, difUWC alumni to bring them to
the Hill. "It 's great to have so ferences, rather than similarities,
many UWC kids. You couldn 't work to unite people with little
common experience.
wish for more," he said.
"It seems like normally people
Many UWC students study
at the College through the Da- get together because they have
vis United World Scholars Pro- similar interests, but at UWC we
gram. Begun in 2000 as a pilot made friends because we were
program by Gale and Shelby all so different," said Maria Zeta
Davis, the Davis Scholarship Valladolid '15, who is from-Peru
has grown into the largest in- and attended the Red Cross Norternational scholarship pro- dic United World College.
"[UWC tries] to pair you up
gram for undergraduates in
the world. It has played a sig- with a roommate from a different
nificant role in bringing over continent. Sometimes that person doesn't speak English, so you
70 UWC alumni to the Hill.
According to the College 's figure out new ways to communiwebsite , "any UWC graduate cate." Innocent said.
Though many UWC alumni
accepted to Colby, one of five
pilot sites for the program , will are accepted into Ivy League
become a Davis UWC Scholar schools, many are drawn to the
and will receive a scholarship." College for its size, its people and
Additionally, "at Colby the Da- its strong comprehensive liberal
vises have paid the full finan- arts education, which functions
cial aid...for 93 students."
as a natural next step from UWC
Regardless of one's race, lan- learning styles.
"One of the' things that atguage, culture, wealth, religion or
political beliefs, UWC promotes a tracts UWC students here is
sense of idealism, compassion and the community and the friendly
cross-cultural understanding in its environment," Valladolid said.
academics —a goal the College "You feel this is a place where
aims to realize in diversifying its you are welcome." However,
student body. Director of Admis- even with a strong international
sions Steve Thomas recruits UWC orientation program on the Hill,
students to the College because V transitioning from life abroad is
they are "worldly, interesting risk- not always smooth.
"I thought it was going to be
takers who have already proven
themselves academically in a for- easy," Julia Knoeff '13, who was

Transfer students speak out
By aiARLOTTEVVIESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

While most students find
much of what they need here
on the Hill , some students
need something that the College cannot offer.
According to Senior Associate Dean of Students Paul
Johnston , the College lost 20
students over the 2010-2011
academic year to other institutions. "The number [of students
transferring out of the College]
has been pretty static [over the
recent years]," Johnston said.
The College lost 19 students in
the 2009-2010 year and 24 in
the 2008-2009 year.
Students may decide to transfer to another school for a myriad of reasons, but only a few
students give helpful feedback
to the administration , according
to Johnston.
In some cases, a student will
spend a year at the College and

realize that he or she wants to
major in a subject area that the
College does not offer. Johnston spoke of one case where
a student discovered a passion
for engineering after taking a
few physics classes. "In that
case , the student needs to find a
school with an engineering program...which is not available
at a liberal arts institution like
Colby," Johnston said.
Two students , who have
asked to remain anonymous ,
also offered statements about
the reasons behind their decisions to leave the College.
Both students , who transferred
to the same university, realized that they wanted a more
urban environment. "Being a
student less interested in the
party scene , I needed a university with more to do on the
weekends ," one student said.
"I mainly transferred because I
felt too isolated and claustrophobic on such a small cam-

pus ," the other added.
Additionally, both students
found the long winter to be difficult. "[The winter] had some
marked effects on my happiness," the second student said.
The first student , who participated in the First Semester
Away program, felt lonely in
January when there was not
much to do in terms of extracurricular activities, as most clubs
do not resume activity until the
spring. "Being socially alienated is never simple ," she said,
"especially in a place when you
have little else to distract you
from the emptiness."
Still, both students explained
that their experiences on the
Hill were not entirel y negative.
"Academically, Colby is a strong
college, but I just wasn't able to
survive on academics alone," the
first student said.
"While Colby is an amazing school , simply because of
its location it could not offer

me what I wanted. It 's sad but
true," the second student said.
For this student , the decision
to transfer was not an easy one.
"I' m not sure I speak for a lot of
transfers, but I had a great first
year...I just needed more," she
said. "I can 't say I don 't miss
Colby," she admitted.
Looking at the list of institutions to which students from
the 2010-2011 year transferred,
Johnston concluded that most
of these students chose schools
that are very different from the
College. Most of the schools
have bigger student bodies , are
in more urban environments or
are in a location with a totally
different climate.
Johnston understands that
the College is not a perfect fit
for everyone. "I don 't worry
[that some students decide to
transfer], because for them, going somewhere else will propel them towards their future
goals," he said.

bom in the Netherlands and went
to UWC Mahindra College, said.
"But it was more of a culture shock
coming to Colby than [it was] going to India."
"You can't know everyone on
campus [here] likeyou can at UWC,"
Ndayisengasaid. "Everything is very
fast-paced,and the drinking culture
surprised me as well."
Though UWC students might
encounter speed bumps assimilating into campus culture on the Hill,
their experience in adapting to new
p laces and overcoming new challenges provides them with the tools
necessaryto make the most of their
time at the College.
"Life at Colby has benefitted me
a lot I'm very gratefulto this school
and the people I have met here," Innocent said.
The administration also benefits
from the recruiting of so many UWC
students to the HilL "They are the
creamof die crop,"AssociateDirector
of Admissions Denise Walden said
Admissions is committed to recruiting studentsfrom all 13 UWC schools
every year and hopes to make the
campus community better reflect the
global society all of its students will
enter upon their graduation.
UWC students teach their fellow students many things during
their time on the Hill. "The world is
like a book .and each new place you
go to is like reading a new page,"
Ndayisenga said. "Each new UWC
student that comes here offers new
things to learn from and another
page in the Colby community."

I

Hoping to quell parents ' fears
and generate increased interest
and revenue, several colleges
and universities throughout the
nation recently instated a new
policy referred to as "four-year
degree guarantees."
According to Alan Schwarz 's
Sept. 14 New York Times article , "Pay for Only 4 Years of
College. Guaranteed," the program was initially established
in 1991 at the University of
the Pacific in California. It has
spread to 15 schools including
Juniata College in Huntingdon ,
Pa., Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Va , Virginia
Wesleyan College , California
State Polytechnic University
and Western Michigan University. "The four-year graduation
guarantee is an approach we
will see more private colleges
take in coming years," said
Tony Pals of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities , as quoted
in Schwarz's article.
The four-year degree guarantee is a contract promising
that if a student is unable to
graduate in four years due to
a complication caused by the
institution , the college or university will cover the expense
of a fifth year.
The policy only applies to
cases in which the college or university is at fault; for example, if
a student is not able to enroll in
required courses or is missing requirements due to poor academic
advising. Students who are failing or receiving incompletes in
multiple courses, taking numerous semesters off or changing
their majors extremely late in the
college process would not be exempt from payment for any additional semesters at their college.
According to 2011 U.S.
News rankings, Colby ranked
number 21 on a list of colleges with the highest four-year
graduation rate , with 86 percent of the student body completing all requirements without taking any extra semesters.
In order to graduate from the
College , students need a minimum of 128 semester credit
hours and a 2.00 cumulative
grade point average. Of the
total credit hours, 64 must be
See FOUR-YEAR. Page 2
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Activist Burnad speaks
By RUMBIDZA1 GONDO
NEWS STAFF

The College 's new Oak Fellow,
Fatima Burnad , has been on campus for well over a month. However, last Thursday, Sept. 22, the
College community finally had
the opportunity to hear her speak
on the topic about which she is
most passionate.
Burnad delivered a lecture entitled "Untouchability and Human
Rights: Fighting Poverty and the
Caste System in India." She has
won se\ eral awards for her activism and w ork in this area. Her passion for her work stems from her
firsthand experience with poverty
and the caste system in India since
age 11.
The Oak Institute for International Human Rights was established at the College in 1998. This
organization brings socio-political
activists to the Hill through a yearlong fellowship program. It allow s
each fellow to work with students
in a classroom setting and to share
his or her experiences in the form
of lectures such as the one that was
held last Thursday.
Bumad addressed an audience of well over 60 people, including members of the greater
Watervillc community. To familiarize her audience with the
caste system. Bumad displayed
a slide show that depicted the
different forms of abuse that the
Dalits , or "Untouchables." have
to confront each and every day

of their existence
"It was horrifying to see the
abuse these people (endured]."
Katy Lmdquist '14 said. It is encouraging to know that there are
people like Bumad who are dedicating their lives to seeing these
injustices eradicated, she said.

Burnad
expressed that
her desire is
to use
education
as a tool of
emancipation.
In an interview earls last year
with the U.S. Human Rights Network in Atlanta. Ga.. Bumad expressed that her desire is to use
education as a tool for emancipation. This goal resonated on
Thursday ni ght as Bumad—a
great storyteller—shared herjourney and her hopes.
"These Mathama children, the
children who are w orking with
the brick makers...we have to rescue the children and see that they
arc educated, " Bumad said in the
interview last year.
Burnad believes in the power
of education . Whether it's the

Mathama children or the sex
w orkers, education is the first step
toward empowerment.
Bumad is the founder and
president of the Society for
Rural Education and Development (SRED), a non-profit ,
non-governmental organization
that aims to fi ght for and protect
vulnerable people in India, especially the Untouchables, Burnad's own caste.
In a dinner held before the
lecture, Burnad talked with
students and faculty about her
work. Associate Professor of
Government and Director of
Oak Institute Walter Hatch admitted that the discussion veered
away from India and the Dalits
and more towards the community on the Hill , as participants
discussed how the human rights
violations Bumad experienced
abroad in India relate to issues
of prejudice on campus.
Students brought up that ,
though in a very different way
from the women of the Dalits .
many females on campus feel
disrespected and abused by the
male-dominated hook-up culture. However, the abuse of
males in this community—the
"historically superior sex"—
can 't be ignored either, some
argued. Many organizations
such as SHOC, MAAV and The
Bridge , have grown out of this
need that Bumad has also realized: the need to feel safe in
one 's home whether that is India
or on the Hill.

Dining Services has been more attentive to students ' various food allergies and dietary restrictions.

Addressing allergies on the Hill
From ALLERGIES. Page 1

free entrees as well as desserts.
"We are experimenting with
gluten-free pasta," KLhaksar said.
"Hopefully, if the testing goes
fine and we find that the quality
is there, then we will probably
switch all of our noodles."
"A lot of my friends have celiac disease and dining services
has been really great about that,"
Laura Maloney ' 12 said. As a student with a nut allergy, Maloney
commented on dining services *
management of food containing
allergens during dining hours.
"There i* cross-contamination
with peanut butter, so I've never

used jelly before in the dining
hall," Maloney said. "I don't
think that 's the fault of dining services at all, but students scooping
will put peanut butter [in] jelly
or... the granola will spill into the
pill into the yogurt."
Maloney noted that as a senior
who is familiar with the campus
community, it might be easier for
her to reach out to dining services
and other students to keep crosscontamination to a minimum.
However, this might be difficult
for first-years. Maloney suggested that dining services should
reach out to incoming students
about the resources available for
those with food allergies.
"I think that if dining services
knew who has allergies that they

could reach out to them and just
give them more information," she
said. "It would be kind of cool
if they {gave] examples of what
[students] can do."
Khaksarsaid that dining services
has "a lot of resources to help [students] with their dietary needs, so
if there is something that they feel
they don't get or they would like
something different...all they have
to do is talk to one of our staff."
Maloney's allergy influences
her food choices, but overall,
"I've never felt restricted by my
allergy here," she said. "I feel
like Colby is really great in comparison to a lot of other places
and much more aware. But there
are still some times when I want
jam on my English muffin. "

ing directly from the Office of
Campus Life.
However, both Kalin and
Brooker said that the main
purpose of becoming a cam-

events for students who are
always chem-free or decide
one weekend that they 're
tired of the party scene and
want to try something else ,"
Brooker said.
Hank Lanphier '12 proposed the approval of the
Historical European Martial
Arts Club. He noted the benefits of experiencing pre-modern battle techniques instead
of only reading about them.
"This is hands-on history, "
Lanphier said. "We try to set
up very controlled , very safe
situations with similar equipment...with the same selection pressures there so the
optimal strategies will show
up again. "
SGA also approved two additional clubs: the Pulver Art
Committee and Colby Blue
Wave and Magic: The Gathering club.
SGA also noted the success
of its tailgate on Sept. 24 and
the abundant participation by
students at the sporting events,
who were wearing the new
Mule Mob t-shirts and tank
tops to show school spirit.

SGA approves clubs

Members
pass four
new groups
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

In the meeting on Sept. 25 ,
the Student Government Association (SGA) officially
approved two new clubs as
well as several unofficial
clubs that have been running
since last semester.
Piper Dorm President and
Oasis Co-President Ginger
Brooker '14 , along with CoPresident Jonathan Kalin '14 ,
moved to officially recognize
Oasis as a Tegular campus club,
in addition to its status as a dialogue house this year.
SGA members noted some
concerns about funding, considering that as a dialogue
house , Oasis can request fund-

We provide
events for
students who
are always
chem-free or
decide one
weekend that
they're tired
of the party
scene.
Ginger Brooker '14
Piper Dorm President and
Oasis Co-President

pus club is to better connect
their organization with the
campus at large. "We provide
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Puar reflects on "It Gets Better"
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Terry Miller and his partner Dan Savage founded the "It Gets Better " campaign with a YouTube video that went viral last fail
By CHARLOTTEWESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

Queer theorist Jasbir Puar visited the College on Thursday,
Sept. 22, to give a lecture entitled "The Cost of Getting Better:
The Ecologies of Race, Sex, and
Disability." The Goldfarb Center for Civic Engagement and the
women's, gender
and
sexuality
studies (WGSS)
department cosponsored
the
popular event.
Puar is an associate professor
of women's and
gender
studies
at Rutgers , University in New
Brunswick, N.J.
Her book, Terrorist Assemblages:
Homonationalism
in Queer Times,
won the 2007
Cultural Studies
Book Award from
the Association
for Asian American Studies. Puar
is also published in a number of
academic journals, as well as the

British newspaper, The Guardian. youth suicides promotes a narIn response to the high num- row version of gay identity that
ber of suicides among gay risks further marginalization."
Puar began her lecture by
youth last fall, author Dan Savage founded the "It Gets Better" retelling the story of Rutgers
campaign. Savage and his part- student Tyler Clementi. Clener recorded a YouTube video menti jumped off the George
titled "It Gets Better" in hopes Washington Bridge in Sept. of
of inspiring teenagers facing last year after his roommate ,
bullying and harassment. With- Dharum Ravi , posted a video
in months , politi- on the internet of
cal activists and Clementi kissing
celebrities started another man.
making their own
The only good
"It Gets Better" that came out of
videos to support this event, Puar
the campaign.
said, was that it
During Puar 's incited anti-bullecture, which was lying campaigns,
expanded
upon like "It Gets Bether op-ed piece ter," and more
- -about the "It Gets LGBTQ support
Better" campaign centers opened.
Puar expressed
for The Guardian, she asked concern that Savthe audience to age's video did
on
reflect on the ef- not touch
fectiveness of the the abjection or
campaign. As she shame felt by LGstated in her ar- BTQ people. "His
ticle, "In the Wake message
transof It Gets Better," lates to: come out ,
the video does not move to the city,
speak to all gay travel to Paris , adopt a kid, pay
youth. The subti- your taxes, demand representatle of the article reads, "the cam- tion ," she said.
However, Puar added that
paign prompted by recent gay

In response
to the high
number of
suicides
among gay
youth last
fall , author
Dan Savage
founded the
"It Gets
Better "
campaign.

r

she did not want to dismiss the
"It Gets Better" videos, which
show peop le what it means to go
"viral." "This means that [a message] can get around and [open
up] a way of thinking differently," she said.
In her new project, Puar
hopes to extend these theories
to "broader social justice issues
about
disability," she said. Her
new book will
link issues about
health.
debility
and capacity with
the ideas of the
"It Gets Better"
campaign.
She
explained that regardless of one 's
physical limitations, "you 've got
to live. You have a
rehabilitated and
clear body that
has to live."
During
the
question and answer
session ,
Puar said that she
is interested to
see the effects of
the "It Gets Better " campaign.
"I'm not trying to say whether Or not it should have happened ," she concluded.

Puar
expressed
concern that
Savage's
video did not
touch on the
abjection or
shame felt by
LGBTQ
people.

Professor Saul Sandoval Perea, visiting instructor to the government department, will teach his first class this week, since he
has until very recently been detained in Mexico due to a denied
work visa.
Perea, who is teaching four courses this semester, had to
enlist the help of his colleagues in the department to substituteinstruct classes during these first few weeks. He is unsure of the
logistics with his visa troubles, but maintained a valiant attitude
when it came to the situation. "I would say that the workload
the U.S. immigration offices handle is very high and sometimes
it may take more time than anticipated to get cases adjudicated,** he said. "I found that I needed to be patient with regard to
my case when the beginning of the semester was approaching
and my case was still pending." Perea added, "My colleagues
and the administration have been very supportive and helpful."
In an effort to keep up with the syllabi, Harriet S. Wiswell
and George C. Wiswell Jr. Associate Professor of AmericanConstitutional Law Joseph Reisert, Associate Professor of Government Walter Hatch, and Associate Professor of History and Latin
American Studies Ben Fallaw have rotated teaching Perea's
courses. Perea said they have "set the bar very high in terms of
teaching quality."
Students are looking forward to finally meeting their professor. Sarah Trankle '12 , who is enrolled in Perea 's Latin American Politics course said, "I' m really happy to hear
that he will be back because the other professors on campus
aren 't as knowledgeable about Latin American politics...we
can finally get specific details regarding assignments...plus,
I'm excited to settled in and move past the merry-go-round
of professors."
Perea is now on campus and will resume teaching this week. "I
do not anticipate a big or adverse impact on the normal course of
the classes," Perea said. "We need to keep moving forward and
always try our best!"
— Alex Murry, News Staff

Degree guarantees
From FOUR-YEAR. Page 1
earned in residence , and no
more than 16 credit hours may
be taken with satis factory /unsatisfactory grading. In addition , students are expected
to fulfill the distribution requirements typical to a liberal
arts college and the specific
requirements of their majors .
The College 's records show
that 86.2 percent of the entering
class of 2008 graduated within
four years , 89.1 percent within
five years, and 89.5 percent
within six years . Director of
Institutional Research and Assessment William Wilson said.
These statistics, however, do
not account for the number of
students who transfer to other
institutions and may still have
graduated on time. Records
show no difference in graduation rates between those with
one or with multiple majors.

Proponents of the four-year
degree guarantee program see
it not only as a means to settle
parents ' minds about the risk of
spending significant amounts
of money on additional years of
undergraduate education , but
also as enticement to make colleges more efficient and useful.
"We've incentivized ourselves
to do everything in our power
for students to graduate in
four years," Robert J. Alexander said , the associate provost
for enrollment at the University of the Pacific, as quoted in
Schwarz's article.
Many view four-year degree guarantees as a practical
solution to students becoming
lost and overwhelmed in the
comp lications of the collegiate system. Though it is not
widespread yet , the concept is
quickly gaining prestige and
popularity in collegiate circles
across the nation.
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Dinerstein spoke on Tuesday, Sept 27 about his concerns with the future of conservation biology.

One year later: the hard alcohol ban

Af ter countless debates and a year of uncertainty,
how has the ban aff ecte d students on the Hill?
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

It 's a typ ical Wednesday evening on the Hill and students
over the age of 21 pack into the
Marchese Blue Light Pub for
yet another Pub Night. Besides
great giveaways and unbeatable
deals on select drafts, the Pub
offers something to the student
bod> that is supposedly rare on
the College campus these days:
hard alcohol.
The administration decided
on the hard alcohol ban during
the spring 2010 semester, and
it went into effect at the beginning of the fall 2010 semester.
The ban . which caused much
controversy and several months
of debate , prohibits the personal
possession and consumption of
hard alcohol. The policy even applied to students over 21 because
the dangerous drinking existed
not just for students under 21 , but
all students.
The original policy defined
hard alcohol as anything with
an alcohol content exceeding 48
proof, which is what the state
of Maine defines as "distilled
spirits. " Following the 2011
outbreak of malt beverages such
as Four Loko, Sparks and Tilt ,
however , the policy was amended to include all alcoholic beverages except for beer and wine,
"Drinking to the point of lifethreatening intoxication and
the destruction of property are
antithetical to our values as a
community and to everything
for which Colby stands," Vice
President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students James
Terhune wrote in an e-mail to
iIn 1 student bod y in summer
2010. "It is confounding to try
to understand how and why such
dangerous and destructive behaviors are so prevalent."
After one year under the hard
alcohol ban, has the dangerous

drinking culture of the College
campus changed?
"Last year 's numbers imply
progress," Terhune said. "Overall
the numbers were pretty similar,
with hospitalizations due to alcohol down seven percent."
That number can be a bit deceiving, though. Hospitalization
numbers were heavily frontloaded for the 20 10-2011 academic
year, with September, October

The scene is
all about beer
this year. No
one really
cares that
there is a hard
alcohol ban.
Laura Maloney '12
SGA Co President

and November seeing a greater
number of hospital visits than in
previous years. Between Dec. 1
and April , however, the number
of hospital transportations for alcohol was down 40 percent from
the same time period in the previous year.
What Terhune finds promising is not only the number of
hospitalizations but also the
blood alcohol content (BAC) of
those admitted to the hospital.
"Throughout the school year,
the reported BAC of emergency
room visits is down about 21
percent. This suggests less hard
alcohol is being consumed—not
none, but less," he said.
With one year to reflect on
the ban, Terhune feels that it was
the best decision to make for the

campus at the time. "The point [of
the ban] was completely transparent. It was all about taking on not
drinking itself, but high risk and
dangerous drinking."
The administration, along with
the Student Government Association (SGA), the Board of Trustees
and the Campus Culture Working
Group, examined the statistics of
hard alcohol on the campus and
the role that it plays in students'
social lives. "Students were either
doing shots in their rooms privately or making random punches
where no one knows what's it in,"
Terhune said.
The goal was not to punish the
students who consumed alcohol
responsibly but to eliminate situations where drinking reached a
dangerous level, which often coincided with spiked punches and
gin buckets.
*i don 't have a problem with
the 'work hard, play harder *
motto, but why does 'play * have
to mean 'drink?'" Terhune said.
"I would like the idea of what it
means to socialize with alcohol
to shift. If there's a conclusion
on campus that 'we all drink this
way,' then we're lost. We need to
embrace changing the social standards with alcohol."
The College initially received
much criticism over the ban,
with many students feeling that
the school was prying too deeply into students' personal lives.
Complaints regarding the policy's
punishment outline for students
over 21, as well as fear surrounding security's rote in enforcing
the ban, were prevalent on campus at this time last year. But have
students' sentiments surrounding
the ban changed?
"It was a big surprise this
year that the hard alcohol policy
wasn't the number one issue,"
Laura Maloney '12, co-president
of SGA, said. "I thought we'd be
focusing on it again, but it 's not
an issue. It speaks wonders of the

NICK lODICtTTHECOLBY ECHO

While hardalcohol is banned in the residence halls, students on the Hill over 21 can still enjoy it in the College s
MarcheseBlue Light Pub, located on the secondf loor of Cotter.
effective enforcement of it."
As far as enforcement of the
ban, students have been assured
that if they don 't create a problem, they will not face disciplinary measures
"There are not a large number
of students disciplined under the
hard alcohol policy," Terhune
said. "Students are general ly
pretty honest about their consumption. A lot of the time it 's
evident, if you 're at .28 BAC
you probably weren 't drinking
beer all night."
"It 's not about chasing down
things that aren 't problematic. If
a senior has a bottle of gin for occasional gin and tonics and isn 't
drawing attention to himself, he
won 't be sought out. The reason
for the rule is because of dangerous consumption of alcohol ," Terhune continued. Co-President pf SGA ty^D
Rouse '12 agreed with the approach that security has taken
toward the ban. "Any students
who were worried about security and the hard alcohol ban are
pretty happy," he said.
"[The ban] is not hindering
anyone's social life. Most stu-

dents have embraced not having
punches at big parties," Maloney
added. "The scene is all about
beer this year. No one really
cares that there is a hard alcohol
ban. Even during senior week
last year the whole week was focused on beer."
To continue to promote safe
drinking on campus, the next
measure that the school is hoping to take is advertising the ability to register parties on campus.
"Most people don 't understand
the system, and Campus Life has
never really provided it as an option and shown why it 's beneficial," Rouse said.
By registering a party through
Campus Life, students over 21
can consume alcohol in a designated party area (an outdoor
venue or a residence hall lounge)
safely without the threat of getting in trouble. By having registered parties, security knows
where students will be gathered
that night and can relax knowing
that the drinking is occurring in a
controlled environment.
"Many students ask, 'Why
would I want to do that?' But it
allows students over 21 to move

into spaces beyond dorm rooms.
We are limited because we don 't
register parties," Maloney said.
Popular venues in the past have
been Averill and Bobs lawns, the
Heights lounge and the Alfond
Apartments lounge. SGA is also
trying to get Foss dining hall approved as a possible venue.
Terhune agreed with the promotion of registered parties.
"When students register parties,
they spend time with Campus Life
discussing the rules, and there are
exponentially fewer problems at
registered parties. We would like
to make it easier to host and attend parties in ways that are safe
and good for everybody."
As promising as this past year
has been, students and administration alike are hoping that the
student body will continue to embrace the search for a safer drinking culture on campus.
"Let's continue on the trajectory we're on, sending fewer and
fewer students to the hospital ,"
Rouse said. "As upperctassmen,
we should set an example for
freshmen just learning how to
drink on a college campus. Begin
a culture change."

safe space for addressing a wealth
of other gender and sexualityrelated concerns such as eating
disorders and homophobia.
"In my time at Colby, the group
has attracted some of the most
ardent student activists," Brown
said. "J'vc been inspired by them
and fully support their latest effort to press for a much needed
Gender and Sexuality Resource
Center at Colby."
Members of the Feminist Alliance include men and women
of all class years and majors, al-

though women's, gender and sexuality studies majors have proven
the easiest to recruit. There has
been an increase in male involvement since the Campus Life Expo
in early September, and the Alliance is hoping to attract even
more members during the upcoming Pugh Club Palooza.
"These issues impact all of
us in some way, so information,
communication and engagement
are particularly important in this
context ," Assistant Professor of
American Studies and Women's,

Gender and Sexuality Studies and
Feminist Alliance Advisor Lisa
Arellano said. "Groups that work
on issues of gender and sexuality
outside of the classroom are extremely important to the health of
the Colby community."
"What makes it such a pow erful alliance is that we have a
wide audience," Dewdney said.
"Feminism is, at its root, about
humanism and equality, and I
would hope that those are things
the whole Colby community is
invested in as well."

Students revamp campus ' Feminist Alliance

Berol Dewdney 13 (left) and Bailey Girvan 12 have taken over the task
of resurrecting the Women s' Group, renaming it the "Feminist Alliance. "
By ESTHER KING
NEWS STAFF

A group of passionate students
have brought the Feminist Alliance, formerly known as the
Women's Group, back to life
over the past year. In light of the
College 's continued discussion
of issues of diversity and awareness on campus, the goals of the
Feminist Alliance are to engage
students in crucial dialogue concerning gender and sexual diversity inequalities on campus and
to create a truly safe and dynamic
community on the HillProfessor of English Phyllis
Mannocchi and former Associate
Professor of Education and Human
Development Marilyn Mavrinac
originally founded the Women's
Group in the early days of what
would later become the women's,
gender and sexuality studies department. Unfortunately, in recent

years the group has remained inactive and in need of reorganization.
Berol Dewdney '13, the student gender and sexuality resource officer on campus, and
Bailey Girvan *12 are breathing
new life into the group.
The change from "Women's
Group" to "Feminist Alliance" was
a conscious one: "We thought Feminist Alliance was more descriptive
and inclusive- The group is not just
for women!" Dewdney said.
Both Dewdney and Girvan became involved with the group last
year when the Pugh Center decided to push to get the group back
up and running. "I wanted to be a
part of teaching the campus about
what feminism really is," Girvan
said. "I think that a lot of people on
this campus and all over the world
have delusions about what being a
feminist means, and we are aiming
to inform them that if they foster
beliefs of equality for all human

beings, they're feminists."
The Alliance concerns itself
with promoting education and
awareness as well as acting
as a resource to help students
learn about the empowering
nature of feminism.
"It's important that students realize how deeply rooted male entitlement is and how deeply it affects
women on this campus. Body image, fear of sexual assault, sexual
liberation and elimination of double
standards are all feminist issues and
we want to bring campus' attention
to them," Girvan said.
"Historically the Women's
Group, now the Feminist Alliance,
has been the student voice on campus addressing structural sexism
and has pressed the College on
a range of issues, from advocating for a more inclusive curriculum and a more informed health
center staff, to better policies on
sexual harassment, sexual assault
and date rape," Lyn Mikel Brown,
Ed.D., professor of education and
human development, said.
The newly revitalized alliance
is still growing and has so far been
involved in several smaller campaigns such as National Eating
Disorder Awareness week and a
campaign to sign the "Stand With
Planned Parenthood" petition in
order to try to prevent Congress
from defunding the program.
The Alliance 's current focus
is a semester-long campaign on
body-image awareness and the
education of students on a range
of related issues including eating
disorders and - how to feel good
about yourself. The Alliance is
also helping to establish a Gender
and Sexuality Resource Center at
the College, in order to provide
support for issues of sexual harassment and assault, as well as a
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Post hazing, Bowdoin hockey Former Echo editor
team stripped of NESCAC title writes, travels, blogs
YOUNG ALUM PROFILE: BETH PONSOT 10

By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

A May 11 initiation ceremony
held by the men 's hockey team
for first-year players at Bowdoin
College among the men's ice
hockey team has resulted in the
revoking of their 2011 New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) championship by Bowdoin, after a member
of the team divulged to administration that hazing occurred at the
party. According to Bowdoin Athletic Director Jim Ward, quoted in
a Sept. 9 article in the Bowdoin
Orient, "Our punishment was so
severe less because of their actions and more because the issue
is so important."
Although the article in the Bowdoin Orient did not describe the
event in detail, it allegedly involved
upperclassmen players pressuring
first-years to drink alcohol.
The incident at Bowdoin was
not the first major episode of hazing in the recent history of the
NESCAC. The majority of Middlebury College's women's swim
team was suspended for the 20 102011 season following reported
hazing at a team party on Feb. 2
of this year.
On the Hill , "there have been
past incidents [of hazing] where
disciplinary action is required,"
Vice President of Student Affairs
and Dean of Students Jim Terhune
said, though "there have not been
any major incidents reported."
The College's policy on hazing,
consistent with Maine State Law,
defines hazing as "any action or
situation created, whether on or
off campus, to produce mental or
physical discomfort, embarrassment, harassment or ridicule."
According to Director of Athletics Marcella Zalot, a document
defining hazing is distributed to
all varsity athletes at the beginning of each season and is thoroughly reviewed with the team.
The document states that "since
1984, when Trustees voted to
abolish fraternities and sororities,
isolated incidents of hazing have
surrounded a number of athletic
teams." To avoid anything that
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The celebrations of the Bowdoin College men s hockey team were short-lived after a reported hazing incident.
might be construed as hazing, "any vation describing the activity to your
and all events planned for the pur- parents, to a professor or University
pose of greeting or inaugurating official [it is] probably hazing."
first-year students should be ap"There is a certain kind of hazproved by the coach in advance."
ing that everybody understands,"
The athletic department has also Terhune said. If existing members
had experts come to the Hill to talk of a club force new members to do
with teams about the important is- things they otherwise wouldn't, it
sue in the past.
is a type of hazing
that "nobody disThough the athletic department is
putes," according
highly irivolved in
to Terhune.
informing student
The situation
athletes about the
becomes
more
hazing policy, the
complex
in a
rules and guidegroup
environment where the
lines apply to all
groups and clubs,
entire team gathnot just athletic
ers and all memteams. "I want to
bers are expected
be very clear in
to
participate.
saying that not all
Jim Terhune Terhune gives the
hazing that occurs
hypothetical situVP of Student Affairs
is associated with
ation: "If I am a
and Dean of Students
athletics. I think
first-year student
that's a bad rap that
and everybody is
athletics unfairly
doing this, am I
gets sometimes," Terhune said.
really going to feel comfortable
Despite the policy and the of- saying I don't want to drink?
fensive information presented to There are people for whom that
students about hazing, there is would feel like coercive pressure
often confusion surrounding the and so that is a form of hazing."
Off-campus living further
topic. "I'm not sure how much
students are aware of what consti- complicates the issue of hazing.
According to the Bowdoin Orient,
tutes hazing," Terhune said.
Guidelines taken from an anti- the incident at Bowdoin occurred
at an off-campus house so the stuhazing website, www stophazing
org, which are also included in the dents involved were less inclined
athletic department literature on haz- to divulge information about it to
ing, state that if there is "any reser- the authorities

In the time
that I've been
here there have
not been a lot
of [reported]
cases, period .

WHO'S WHO: KAREEM KALIL 13

"Rules reflect our values and
our expectations of students,"
Terhune said. The rules that apply
to students living on-campus also
the entire narrative of his famBy ALLISON EHRENREICH
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
apply to those living off-campus.
ily 's history."
"When you 're here as a student,
So she is glad she took the
you 're a student, whether you
Young alum Elisabeth Pon- leap to go. "People ask a lot .
live in Drummond or on Silver sot '10 spent the summer after what was your favorite place or
Street," Terhune said.
her graduation as a multi-media thing that you did. There was
Another overlooked aspect of intern at a Western Pennsylva- a lot I took away from it—one
hazing is the snowball effect 'Ac- nia newspaper. The Pittsburgh was the appreciation of travel
cording to Terhune, "these things Post-Gazette. As her bosses kept and having time to walk around
build and then you end up with a extending her internship first one and see things. The appreciation
really stupid idea where people end month, then the next, she was of not having an agenda. ...But I
up getting hurt in lots of ways."
hopeful for a job offer and things learned a degree of going with
Despite these factors, there have were looking up when she put it the flow that I didn 't have before
not been any major incidents of haz- all on the line and committed her- that." Ponsot also said she gained
ing on the Hill, and minor incidents self to a three-month backpacking a deep appreciation for "the dihave been at a minimum. "I suspect trip through Southeast Asia.
versity of humanity."
that there is probably considerably
It was good news on both
In addition , she found her blogmore of it that happens in a variety fronts: she had an incredible ex- ging experience to be a fruitful
of shades than we are aware of.... perience traveling, and she was experience. "There 's a lot of w ays
In the time I've been here there have offered a job—on her last after- to do a blog wrong and I' m happy
not been a lot of [reported] cases, pe- noon as an intern.
with how ours turned out. "
Now back in Pittsburgh, Ponriod," Terhunesaid.
Looking back to her years as
In his experience, the incidents a Colby student , Elisabeth— sot is doing big things. She works
known
as a Post-Gazette
that have been reported are "care- better
less and thoughtless" as opposed as Beth by her
multi-media pro
ducer. and she is
to "malicious." Although in many friends and procases of hazing, harm is not the f e s s o r s — w as
one of the main
intent, "that doesn 't necessarily always a travforces
behind
eler and a jourPipeline, the newsmean it 's ndf hazing," he said.
paper 's specialty
According to Terhune, "The nalist. The govshort answer is don 't put people ernment major
site on Marcel're
in
a
lus Shale news
in that situation. If you
from
Queens ,
(http://shale.sites.
place and you 've got to make N.Y. spent both
post-gazene.com/)
the decision, 'Should we or her first and her
launched in Febshouldn't we?* at that moment, in sixth semesters
ruary 2011. She
my standpoint, the default should in France—Diserves as social
be 'I shouldn 't.'"
jon and Paris,
media editor there.
respectively—
and worked for
Just last SatThe Colby Echo,
urday, Sept. 24.
Pipeline won the
as News Editor
and, later, EdiBeth Ponsot incredibly prestor-in-Chief.
tigious prize for
Class of 2011
Ponsot
likes
Best
Specialty
Site at the Onto have all of her
line Journalism
ball in his hand. He also founded ducks in a row.
a new group on campus called She's organized, motivated and a Awards, which , Ponsot said,
Students for Education Reform. self-proclaimed perfectionist. The some have called the Online
"We try to get people talking trip to Southeast Asia was risky, Pulitzer. Ponsot , who travabout and acting on the educa- somewhat spontaneous and way eled with Pipeline Editor Erich
tional injustices in our country," out of her comfort zone, which Schwartze l to Boston for the
is exactly why she chose to do it. ceremony, said that winning
Kalil explained.
With all of Kalil's experience Her boyfriend .Will Price ' 10, who was a complete shock , and that
and interest in education, it 's no is half-Chinese, was heading to the experience was "unexpectsurprise that he intends to app ly law school in the fall at New York edly awesome " and "very valito Teach for America or Teaching University, which he just began dating and fabulous."
Judges sang Pipeline 's praise,
Fellows—a similar, smaller pro- this past August, and convinced
gram—after he graduates. Both her that they'd never have that calling the project an "innovati\e
partnership on a very important
of these programs kind of chance to travel again.
allow recent grad"Every morsel of my being was story" and "a hard and an admiuates to teach in saying it's too risky. But that 's rable journalistic endeavor. "
Ponsot offers a word of advice
a public school sort of why I did it—because it 's
in an underprivi- so out of character.. .let me chal- for the undergrads of her alma
leged community lenge myself to see if I can do mater: build your online profile.
"Start cultivating an online perfor two years. "I something like this."
While abroad in the "most sonality now—a professional
think education
is the most im- beautiful and culturally interest- online personality. Employers do
portant thing. It ing places I' ve been," Ponsot put not want to see anonymity onbasically
deter- her newly acquired multi-media
line anymore," she said. Take the
mines your future skills to use on a blog project time to get yourself out there, esbecause of where called "74 Days" with the tagline pecially if you 're interested in a
you were born, "Two recent college grads head career involving multi-media, she
and some people east....Way east" (www.74days. advises. Twitter, Linkedln. blogBoth she and Price ging—Ponsot recommends it all
are getting a [bad] com).
one because of chronicle their journeys through and said it 's essential for success.
where they were New Zealand, China. Thailand .
She, herself , recently started a
born." In the fu- Malaysia and Singapore with new blog, titled "Banter and Bature, Kalil hopes breathtaking photos and witty nanas. " on her new online portfoto be the principal tales. One of the most touching lio, www.clisabethponsot.com.
Now that she has been proand basketball coach of an inner- stories is when they discover
Price 's ancestral home m a re- filed in the Echo, her former
city school.
For now, Kalil's just happy mote village where they shared home at Colby, she said she
making the most out of his own no language skills with the lo- can die happy—she didn 't even
education. His number one pri- cals. Price 's family, the Wong's, have to wait too long. It 's only
ority before graduating is to had long believed the village to been. 16 months since her graducontinue building the sense of be lost. Ponsot said. "[Will and ation and she said she feels like
community that drew him here. 1] had so prepared ourselves to she 's hitting her stride. "Being .t
"I'd really like to connect with not find it and to be completely real world adult is not that had. "
every different type of person on lost...we hadn 't prepared for she promised. "1 actually like
this campus, not just the people what we would do if we would being a real person , it 's a lot less
on my team or in my classes."
actually find it....This changed stressful [than college ] "

After transferring to the Hill, junior Kalil
intent on influencing urban education

COURTESYOF KAREEM KALIL

KareemKalil '13 p lays basketball and studies urban education on the Hill.
By COURTNEY YEAGER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Kareem Kalil '13, a southern
Massachusetts native, transferred to the College from the
University of Maryland after his
freshman year—and he wasted
no time immersing himself in
the close-knit community that
attracted him to the Hill. Kalil
knew he wanted to major in economics , and then he set to work
crafting a second , independent
major: urban education.
His interest in this area of
study began after leaving Maryland. Instead of transferring immediately, Kalil took a year off
to work in Boston for a project
called City Year, a program that

provides teaching assistance in
low-income communities. "You
work with a teacher instead of as
a teacher," Kalil said. "And even
though I was able to help [the
children] a lot, now they 're back
in the system without help. And
they deserve better than that."
This past summer, Kalil extended his compassion for the less fortunate across the United States by
way of a cross-country bike tour.
The tour, a non-profit organization
called Bike and Build, organizes
young people inlo cross-coumry
cycling groups that stop to work
on low-income housing projects
along the way The program required Kalil and his 32 comrades
to raise $4,000 each in order to
take the trip from Virginia Beach,

Va. to Cannon Beach, Ore. People
were eager to donate after learning
that the money would be distributed to various organizations during
their journey. "I mostly got money
from my friends back home, and
I got a special projects grant from
Colby for $500," Kalil said.
The bikers experienced a very
different lifestyle while they were
traveling, sleeping on church floors
and often eating food provided by
these parishes. When a church was
too small to feed
their large group,
they would appeal to local res"We'd
taurants.
tell them that we
were
working
with Habitat for
Humanity...and
the people there
would ask how
they could help.
And we'd say,
'Well, we need to
eat.'" Kalil was
incredibly touched
by the kindness
they encountered
along the way,
which echoed the
generosity of their
own mission. When they finally
reached Cannon Beach, Kalil felt
inspired to get a tattoo of Haystack
Rock, a famous landmark right off
of ihp shore. "It signifies the end
of a journey" and the close friendships he developed in the process,
Kalil said.
On the Hill, Kalil has also taken on a lot of responsibilities. As
a guard for the basketball team,
Kalil swears he was bom with a

Beth Ponsot (center), poses with her co-workersf rom the Pittsburgh PostGazette ErichSchwartzeland Deputy Editor Mary Leonard after winning the
prestigious awardfor "Best Specialty Site " at the Online Journalism Awards
in Boston on Saturday.Sept 24 Ponsot designed and maintains Pipeline a
website tracking the Marcellus Shale boom in western Pennsylvania.

Kalil extended
his compassion
for the less
fortunate
across the
United States
by way of a
cross-country
bike tour.
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There was a
lot I took away
from it—one
was the
appreciation
of travel and
having time
to walk around
and see things.
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Mule Mob's Debut

T

MCCOLUMN

Extremism and Republican candidates

X his past weekend, students came together for one of the most spirited events
that the senior staff on the Echo can remember in their four years on the Hill. The
event: Colby Community Day. The festivities: a tailgate and four Code Blue home
games. The added bonus: free Mule Mob shirts and tanks for all students, making the
excited mass in identical blue shirts a sight to behold.
Last spring. Dean of Students and Vice President for Students Jim Terhune declared
a Colby Community Day in the hopes of inspiring overt expressions of Colby pride.
This year, in part through the collaboration of student clubs and groups, the day was
a lot more visible. The shirts themselves, a standout part of the weekend, were sponsored by the Student Government Association, the Student Athlete Advisory Committee, the Mule Mob—a recently approved club with a mission to boost college spirit—
and the Student Affairs Office.
Terhune sent an Official Notice e-mail announcing the day:
"At Colby, community is a sense of shared purpose, mutual respect,
appreciation for intellectual inquiry, celebration of the rich and varied backgrounds
and perspectives from which we all come, and of deep caring for and about one another and our College. The reality of community as an instrument for growth, support,
and positive change exists everywhere at Colby: in classrooms and laboratories, on
stage and in concert halls, in the weight room and on playing fields, and in libraries,
lounges, and dining halls. The Colby community is about individuality and collaboration and being part of something that extends nearly 200 years into the past and will
exist for at least that long into the future."
It was invigorating to be at the Saturday tailgate and games and encouraging to see
a communal manifestation of the love many of us here share for the place we know
so well. Sure, everyone loves a free t-shirt, but plenty picked up their shirts and did
not show at the games; many others chose to go support the teams and celebrate our
school.
The Echo staff was impressed by the pride that united our tight-knit community at
the recent Code Blue games. In the past, how ever, "blue team pride"—as the football
team calls it—has seemed to dwindle as the year progresses. This year, hopefully the
college-wide shirt distribution will remind students on a daily basis how important a
strong sense of community is on a campus so small. Sports teams need community
support, and it doesn 't go unnoticed. The captains of the football team wanted to thank
the Mule Mob for motivating the energetic student crowd and starting chants at their
first game against Trinity, and they asked to write a letter for Opinions this week to
express their gratitude.
The Mule Mob may seem to be about sports, first and foremost, but the logo on
the back of those vibrant blue shirts advertises what the club really strives for: Colby
Community. This year, let 's take that spirit from the athletic fields to clubs and events
across campus. We're young, we're intelligent, and we have a unique opportunity
to spend four years getting to know a wide range of people at one of the top schools
around. In the end, there are few things we'll never forget about our college years,
and shouting rallying cheers next to our best friends in a jam-packed stadium is one
of them.

It is pretty clear at this point: the tenor of the American public discourse on
political and social issues is frequently
skewed towards hyperbole. Anyone with
ideas and some initiative can get a platform for expressing their views, and the
more extreme views get a disproportionate amount of attention. A lot of fringe
groups and ideas (I would argue the Tea
Party) are effectively part of the mainstream, and the dialogue between the
two main political parties is increasingly
partisan. The standards of respect have
degraded to the point that some feel comfortable framing the President as a socialist engaging in class warfare. Conversely,
it is short-sighted and simplistic to view
Republicans as insensitive to our current
economic woes. I' m pretty sure that there
are still people who hold moderate opinions, but said people are apparently uninteresting enough to listen to.
Because 2012 is a presidential election
year, such extremism is in full swing, and
I fear that it is significantly compromising the dialogue surrounding who will
receive the Republican nomination. As
people . I find many of them to be interesting candidates who have executive experience (the governors in particular) and
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Rap and hip-hop have always been a
vehicle for mobility as evidenced in its
numerous "rags to riches" tales and stories detailing the struggle of being broke ,
marginalized , ridiculed and misunderstood. Rappers have been illuminating the
ghetto and the neglected nei ghborhood
that most come from for years, but what
if you don 't come from that environment
or know little of it? If instead, you grew
up with millionaire parents in the Hamptons and not on the streets of Brooklyn,
what can you rap about? There seems to
be a flooding of "already rich rappers "
trying to get into the hip-hop game , and
their rhetoric is one unbeknownst to myself and is a complete parallel of the type
of music that I grew up on
I was quite surprised to find out that
Tom Hank' s son "Chet Haze ," Tommy
Hilfiger 's "Rich Hi!" and Bob Dylan 's
"Pablo Dylan" are all rappers out to claim
their seats in the hip-hop emporium. It
would be foolish to presume that there
is some requirement to be a rapper; one
does not have to come from the streets of
Harlem or Compton , L A . These are not
breeding grounds for rappers—that can
simply be seen throug h artists like Drake
and Kanve West. Drake was a child actor
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Rich Hi! and Pablo Dylan. As I see these
artists flourish and flaunt their riches , a
single tear falls from my eyes. I know
hip-hop is dying, and 1 don 't know a doctor alive who can save it; no, not even
Doctor Dre.
Long forgotten are the days of Public
Enemy, N.W.A., Rakim and Eric B. and
even Tupac Shakur. Rap does npt get the
respect that it had vied for initially- 1 believe it is not respected as an art form because everyone treats it like a gig, something anyone can do and get famous off
of. Artists are no longer rapping to tell
their story to the world in hopes it might
change a life , mobilize a dormant people,
educate the youth , promote love; they are
rapping to get famous and rich. New artist Big Sean even titled his debut album
"Finally Famous" as if that was what his
life was all about, the journey to become
famous, hip-hop and rap are tainted by
money and competition from the record
labels that put so much money behind
conformist rappers who don 't go against
the grain , are already rich so they have no
need to speak on the social ills of society
or the struggle that is the "rags to riches"
American Dream.
I say all of this not to place a burden
on listeners. Go ahead, listen to whatever you like, but I just want you to know
what you are listening to. I am not telling
you what to think but , I encourage you
to 'THINK." Our music reflects our societal values and us as a whole. Do we
want to look back and be remembered as
the generation of proponents for aristocrat rap or revolutionary rap?

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Getting a good night's sleep

The Colby Echo is the weekly student newspaper of Colby College in WaterviUe,
Maine. The paper is published every Wednesday that the College is in session.
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section(s) they are interested in working for in order to learn more.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and pertain to a current topic
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for the show Degrassi before he decided
to grip the microphone, and Kanye had
a decent upbring ing by his mother in the
suburbs of Chicago. Rap has evolved
from a genre of music that was appropriated by blacks as a means of civil unrest
to the point where anyone can do it , even
thechildren of white affluence. Rap is no
loqgen rhythm and-poetry, but U^ias now
become a metaphorical "wrap."
Artists nowadays can create an image
for themselves , and if they have enough
money, they can buy their way to stardom. There is no story of pain , struggle
or even humility when you are born with
the silver spoon in your mouth and a
Rolex baby rattle. What makes hip-hop
and rap distinct is the fact that it is one of
the few popular art forms among young
people today that can be used for social
change , education and the mobilization
of peoples. This is epitomized through
artists like Nas, Dilated Peoples , Outkast . Common , Mos Def , Talib Kweii,
Rhymefest and Lupe Fiasco.
When hip-hop first burst onto the
scene, it was seen as a fad , record labels
dismissed it as a "black genre" that would
not be profitable and die out. However,
when it did not die out and proved to be
very profitable and lucrative, record labels were all over artists , and hip-hop began to die. As carbon copy, cookie-cutter
rappers were made by record labels, an
image of a rapper arose and labels just
spewed out these rappers as a means to
get quick money. Rap slowly lost its socio-political edge, and somewhere along
the way there was the birth of Chet Haze,

Public discourse
on political and
social issues
is frequently
skewed towards
hyperbole.

Taking stock of hip-hop

-The staff of The Colby Echo
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dealing with now is that they are being
taken to task for their pragmatism, and
they are responding to that challenge by
hyperbolizing their rhetoric. As a voter,
what speaks louder, actions or words ?
Take Rick Perry for example. Among
the more socially conservative candidates , his record includes a book heavily
critical of Washington , D.C. and in favor
of a less centralized federal government
in general. But he was also a Democrat
up until 1989, and several of his actions
imply a nuanced ideology on certain issues. As the governor of Texas, he has

more experience than most on illegal
immigration, and he did a decent job
encouraging job creation in his state , although he may not be totally responsible
for that. But regardless of his record, his
current rhetoric alternates between the
extreme and the uninformed , making him
a confounding candidate to understand.
Mitt Romney had a productive fouryear tenure as a Republican governor of
the predominantly Democratic state of
Massachusetts. He cut spending (a conservative plus) but also increased the average tax burden and developed a statewide universal healthcare program. He
also vacillated on marriage equality, often finding himself at odds with his more
liberal state. Ideall y, this past would help
Romney's candidacy; he has a track record of dealing with controversial issues
in a partisan atmosphere. But then there
is the challenge of Romney's rhetoric. He
failed to win the Republican nomination
in 2008, and has thus been noticeably
more aggressive in his public statements ,
in order to shore up any questions about
his conservative credentials. This begs
the question: Who is Mitt Romney?
Ideally, an extended nomination
and selection process filters out the
unworthy candidates and produces
a contender that deserves to run for
President. But it is inevitable that whoever wins the Republican nomination
will —at least to some degree —bend
to that absurd pressure from extreme
elements of their party. A potential
leader of our country will allow others
to dictate his narrative.

would be qualified in some way to lead
our country effectively. I honestly do not
know which party 1 will vote for in 13
months, but I want to have some good
options on the table. What I like about
them is that their political records zigzag
across the political spectrum, as opposed
to being exclusively conservative. But
the challenge that several candidates are

It was almost twelve on Saturday night
and there 1 was, lying limbs asprawl in
my king-size bed , trying to appreciate
the soft embrace of my scarlet red satin
sheets. It had been an uneventful night
with the simple pleasures: leather armchair, a warm fire , a crystal tumbler full
of dry vermouth and a good book of poetry. In other words, the perfect evening.
But my night had not yet finished , and its
nadir was coming as swiftly and unstoppably as a runaway train. A f ew minutes
after midnight , my flatmates and several
guests (a flat is what they call a "house"
or "apartment " in New Zealand; this is of
very little importance) entered noisily, at
which point they proceeded to engage in
a series of increasingly voluminous parlour games.

"laugh uproariously every time the
clock tells us five seconds have passed."
Though I did not know who, exactly, the
guests were, I could tell that they were
veterans of this game, as their mellifluous guffaws sounded with a practised expertise. Next , they moved on to a game
called "slam every door in the house as
if I am trying to crack a walnut between
frame and door." But after a f e w slams it
was decided that this game was not very
fun , and they moved on to a new one. The
final game, "drop pots and pans from vertiginous heights onto hard surfaces," was
really fun , apparently, because they did it
until 1 fell into a deep rage coma.
Why am I telling you this? Partly because I am a complainer. But also because I think it presents a good opportunity to talk about problem solving. This
experience was not unique to New Zealand; believe it or not friends, I have also
had trouble falling asleep back at Colby
due to late night noisiness. And I' m sure
I' m not alone. We've all been there , lying in bed trying to sleep while some
inconsiderate gentleman or lady practices his or her tuba right outside your
•ot—tiMU
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large portion of the student body (I will
call them "freshmen " for lack of a better
term) who, every weekend without fail ,
decide to hold drunken yelling festivals
once darkness falls.
It is imperative that we not accept our
fate, however. This brings me to my point:
problem solving. Now, obviously the
number one best choice for dealing with
late night problems is apathy. Although it
may seem unwise, ignoring loud noises is
often most effective. Though it may seem
like the loud yelling outside your window
will go on forever, it will more than likely
be over within 45 minutes or so. Another
good option , one that I did not take last
Saturday night , is to react violently. Some
might argue that you should try to reason
with the noisy rascals, but that doesn't
work. More likely it will result in a can of
Keystone Light (the choice beverage for
such boisterous buffoons) being thrown at
your skull. Your choice.
Instead , next time you ' re getting
a little annoyed , calmly put on your
bathrobe , pick up a good Louisville
Slugger baseball bat and run outside
swinging it wildly and screaming with
un LI.^
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Equal before the law

RIELING IT IN

Ways to address diversity

to preside over the subsequent trials.
In some cases, the defendants were
childhood friends.
der or otherwise, that flourish here at derstanding for diversity is something
I find this incredible, but when I
Colby. When someone has been raised that is important to not only life here at
finall y asked him what it was like to
in such a situation they have not nec- Colby, but also in the greater world. It
sit in judgment over his peers , his
essarily had the opportunity to develop is the building block for communities
answer seems understated. "I underthe same appreciation and understand- everywhere and only becoming more
stood them," he says. I have a sense
ing for diversity that others who grew and more important with growing gloJud ge Pryor knows but for his own
up under different circumstances may balization. With this in mind, there are
A low wall surrounds the granite pa- good fortune , he could have been in
have had. This is not something that many opportunities at Colby for stutio in front of the District of Columbia front of the dais instead of on it.
dents to educate themselves and broadCourt of Appeals. It bears the followWe've been walking through the
Diversity has become the go-to buzz
en their understanding. From the Pugh
ing quote , etched in gold: "All citizens courthouse and are now standing
Center and its clubs to PC Coffee to
word around school over the past few
are equal before the law. The humblest in the special sessions courtroom.
Campus Conversations on Race , there
semesters, and with good reason. Over
is the peer of the most powerful."
I ask Judge Pryor to tell me about
my three years here, I have seen the
are opportunities for ongoing education
It 's a statement worthy of golden a favorite case , and he proudly exidea of appreciation and acceptance for
about diversity that are available.
embossing, taken from the lone dis- plains a decision on the difference
My goal in writing this piece is not
diversity grow into an issue of greater
senting opinion of Justice John Har- between psychological and drug
to excuse those who live in ignorance or
and greater importance, with more and
lan in Ptessy v. Ferguson , in which induced insanity. In the former inmore people involved. Educating stupropagate bigotry. Rather it is to encourthe Supreme Court up held the consti- stance , the defendant may be acquitdents about all different types of diverage every person here to take advantage
tutionality of "Separate but Equal. "
ted , in the latter, probably not. As
sity is a goal that this campus has rightof the opportunities available here on
Years after the Supreme Court he explains the legal issues at play,
campus to broaden their understanding
fully committed itself to.
ruled in favor of Plessy, President there is remorse in his voice; what
and appreciation for diversity. In addiWhile the demographics of ColLyndon B. Johnson appointed Wil- can one man do to help human sufby may not be perfectly diverse, the
tion , however, I would also like to point
liam C. Pryor , a black man , to the fering in a big city ?
school and student body strive to ofout that many students come to Colby
D.C. Court of General Sessions
Here at Colby, a place not unlike
fer a plethora of outlets for students to
without much exposure to diversity is(now the D.C. Superior Court). You Dartmouth or Northfield , it seems
sues and that because of this, for many
explore and to learn about all the varican 't find much about Jud ge Pryor quite natural to see Judge Pryor in
I
necessarily
think
people
should
be
students the appreciation for diversity
ous types of diversity that characterize
on the Internet , just a D.C. Bar In- historical terms. In class you might
this campus. Upon first look at Colby, faulted for. People cannot be blamed does not come as naturally or as easily.
terview from 1995 and a variety of argue he is an unsung heroes of the
it may seem that diversity may not hit for the circumstances they were raised That fierce urgency of "now" encouragprofessional references. Yet, despite civil rights movement or an example
one over the head. However for stu- in and the effect it has had on them.
es all of us to broaden our understanda lack of public recognition of his of what can happen with affirmadents who are interested in broadening
That being said , one 's upbringing ing and appreciation for each other , but
many accomplishments , the former tive action and a little gumption. We
their understanding of the issue, there and environment cannot be used as an I also firmly believe that while bigotry
Chief Justice of the D.C. Court of study people like him exactly beexcuse for ignorance and bigotry. These may be a vice , patience is also a virtue.
are available avenues to do so.
Appeals seems content. "When cause of their proximity to history
I raise this point because I under- are not things that can be tolerated or I think understanding that not everyone
people get to be my age , they start and long resumes.
stand that there are many students who accepted at Colby or anywhere. While I has the same experience level with ditalking about everything they 've
Yet in a sense, this misses the
come into Colby with little exposure to do argue that coming into Colby many versity could go a long way towards
done....I brag about my mistakes ," point. In a city like D.C, drug and
diversity issues. Growing up and going students do not have an appreciation helping him or her learn more about it.
he said.
social violence are real issues that
through high school , there are many for or understanding of diversity, this and increase the overall tolerance on
Judge Pryor and I are sitting in impact more people than anyone
people here who were not exposed to does not give them a right to remain campus, and helping educate our comthe court 's main deliberation room. cares to admit. Forjud ge Pryor, what
the same types of diversity, racial , gen- in that state. An appreciation and un- munity on these important issues.
His arms are crossed on the end of a connects race riots to drug addicts is
long mahogany table. I find myself not some grandiose sense of history,
thinking he 's probably been sitting but a simple desire to make life betlike that , at tables like this , for twice ter for the members of his commuas long as I' ve been alive. I want to nity. History has a habit of romanask him about presiding over trials ticizing great citizens , and often it
of race rioters and about meeting obfuscates their most basic contribupresidents , but Judge Pryor is more tions to society. When we put indiinterested in exp laining what it 's like viduals on a pedestal , especially in
Dear Colby Community,
to deliberate on a court case. These an academic setting, we forget that
explanations are also twice my age.
our heroes were ordinary people.
The Colby College Football Team would like to take the opportunity to thank the Mule Mob along with the rest of the Colby
If there is one thing we can learn Community. Your support this weekend was tremendous. Players, coaches and parents all recognized and appreciated the atmoBill Pryor was born and raised in
a black working class neighborhood from Judge Pryor, or Justice Harlan or sphere that your presence and enthusiasm provided.
of D.C called Le Droit Park , near even MLK , it is to be fair and patient
Howard University. He finished with the members of our communities.
Disappointing as Saturday's final outcome was, last weekend was a special experience for our team. Growing up. all athletes
"The social conditions were very dream of playing in front of 100,000 screaming fans, and last weekend felt like a Division 1 crowd. To run onto the field , look up
high school on a scholarship at the
prestigious Northfield Mount Her- different here in Washington than into the bleachers and see stands full of blue was eleclrTfyln
'g". Throughout the game, the MUTe Mob~stayea involved arid created arr
mon School in Northfield , Mass., they were in New England , where I unprecedented experience during our four yea^s at CoIbyjColIege. '
\
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and in 1930 began college at Dart- went to school. I was struck by the
fact
that
I
was
living
in
two
different
mouth on a ROTC scholarship. He
In all the games that we have been a part of, we are unable to recall an environment that compares to the one we played in front
went on to Georgetown Law School worlds. That was very unsettling," of on Saturday. The enthusiasm lasted the entire game and provided support for our team throughout the contest. The debut of the
after a brief stint in the U.S. Army, Judge Pryor told the D.C. Bar Jour- Mule Mob was a tremendous success.
and then to a position at the Depart- nal in 1995.
To an extent . Judge Pryor bement of Justice.
There is another quote etched speaks the friction between home
Thank you,
into the D.C. Court 's stone walls , and college that all students experithe words of Dr. Martin Luther ence. It 's normal to feel strung beThomas Duffy, Nick Kmetz, Connor Walsh and the rest of the Colby Football Team
King Jr. : "Injustice anywhere is a tween the world of Colby and the
threat to justice everywhere." Bill conditions at home , especially when
Pryor . like Dr. King, started with there is disparity between the two.
Let us be like our heroes by makhis own neighborhood.
When Dr. King was assassinated ing this a source of inspiration
in 1968 , Washington erupted into rather than frustration. By being
violent , incendiary race riots. It was decent and understanding people ,
the height of racial discord at any we can reduce inequities between
homework and read a novel or historical that younger kids are the only ones who
time since the Civil War, unrest cen- these worlds. By being decent long
epic. While the statistics around reading care? Sure we read most of these books
turies in the making. Judge Pryor, enough , we too might end up sitting
upset me, I understand why they are the in high school , but how many of us actuwho had been on the bench for about in mahogany splendor, bragging
way they are. As college students , we ally had discussions in class about why
a week , was recalled from vacation about our mistakes.
have things thrown at us from 20 differ- these books are so controversial? The
ent directions, and it 's hard to spare or seven-year-old in the elementary school
find the time to sit down and read a book library sitting through a presentation
this week could potentially be inspired
for fun , even if we really want to.
As the Echo pointed out in our last is- and want to change something, but is it
AN EXCERPT FROM PLESSEY V. FERGUSON
"When he was nearly thirteen my sue, Monday marks the start of one of fair to expect him to if he 's just going to
"...In view of the constitution , in the eye of the law, there
brother Jem got his arm badly broken at the most important yet underrated cel- grow up and learn that reading for fun
is in this country no superior, dominant, ruling class of citithe elbow." These days, if you can name ebrations in the country: Banned Books just won 't fit into his schedule?
zens. There is no caste here. Our constitution is color-blind ,
There's a way to fix this. While
the book this line belongs to, you 're one Week. All over America (probably at
and neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. In
younger kids may be more receptive to
step ahead of half the kids in this coun't
,
I'll
cut
you
the
concept of not allowing someone to
try. If you couldn name it
respect of civil rights, all citizens are equal before the law.
read a book, why keep older students
some slack and give you the answer. It 's
The humblest is the peer of the most powerful. The law refrom the action? Even though we 've
To Kill a Mockingbird; go read it. This
gards man as man , and takes no account of his surroundings
been called the laziest generation , we're
weekend , I had some time to catch up
or of his color when his civil rights as guaranteed by the
also the most vocal and have the potenon my Newsweek and read an article
supreme law of the land are involved...
tial to make the most change. So. why
called "Texting Makes U Stupid" (kunot start now?
dos on that title , Niaill Ferguson). As
If you 're reading Huck Finn in an
one would expect , it lamented the fall of
If evils will result from the commingling of the two races
American Lit class, ask the profesthe written word in today 's technologyupon public highways established for the benefit of all , they
sor if there 's time to talk about why
based community, sprinkled of course
it 's banned. If your government class
with awkward jokes like, "Seconds bewill be infinitely less than those that will surely come from
is talking about constitutional law. try
fore the earth is hit by a gigantic asteroid
state legislation regulating the enjoyment of civil rights upon
to figure out why censorship is such a
or engulfed by a super tsunami , millions
the basis of race. We boast of the freedom enjoyed by our
problem in small libraries and towns.
of lithe young fingers will be typing the
people above all other peoples. But it is difficult to reconcile
Look at how religion and culture fit
human race's last inane words to itself:
that boast with a state of the law which, practically, puts
into the mix. If you have time over a
'C U Later. NOT :(." Now, I don 't know
the brand of servitude and degradation upon a large class of
about everyone else, but if the world this very minute), elementary school break , pick up Catch-22 or Slaughteris ending, I' m heading for cover, not students are being shuffled into their house Five. Google what people have
our fellow-citizens, our equals before the law. The thin distexting. Patronizing (and a little conde- school libraries , told that some people a problem with. Take advantage of all
guise of 'equal' accommodations for passengers in railroad
scending) as the piece was, I found my- don 't like Harry Potter, given a book- that technology that 's been made availcoaches will not mislead any one , nor atone for the wrong
self agreeing with one thing: as a gen- mark with a list of banned books and able to us. Take some of the pressure
this day done. "
sent on their merry way. After thinking off of those elementary schoolers in
eration , we don 't read books anymore.
According to the National Endow- more about this approach , I' ve decided their library; they 'll have enough to
ment for the Arts, only half of Ameri- that it 's not the right one. While I am worry about in the next couple of years
-John Marshall Harlan , 1896
cans between the ages of 18 and 24 read a self-proclaimed bookworm , horriThere 's a difference between not
a book outside of school or work , down fied that someone would ever deprive a reading and not caring: we just have to
almost 10 percent from when our parents teenager of Catcher in the Rye or Huck- show that it 's one and not the other. Ra>
were growing up. Now, before I com- leberry Finn , I think that giving some- Bradbury said , "You don 't have to burn
pletely alienate the Colby community, I one a list and telling them to go read a books to destroy a culture. Just get peojust want to make clear that I am in no banned book and "stick it to the man" ple to stop reading them. " Wanna know
way, shape or form condemning anyone might not be the way to go. Still , I have which book he wrote? Go look it up. I
for not having the time to shove aside to ask myself: is it because people figure dare you.

I understand that
there are many
students who come
into Colby with
little exposure to
diversity issues.

A word of thanks from
the Colby FootballTeam

Reading banned books

I found myself
agreeing with
one thing: as a
generation, we
don 't read books
anymore.
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WEDNESDAY
Noontime Art Talk American Modern:
Abbott, Evans, Bourke-Whlte

L
I

12:30 p.m.

I

Colby College Museum of Art

U

Soccer Field

I

4 p.m.

1

Alfond Athletic Center - Studio

I

4:30 p.m.

I

FRIDAY
Biology & Chemistry Seminar Speaker
Craig Townsend from John Hopkins U.

I

Olin 1

Bill Alfond Field

7 p.m.
Visiting Writers Series
Diane Seuss Reading

Come learn how inhibition of fatty acid synthesis
has led to therapeutic approaches to tuberculosis,
cancer and obesity.
I

k

1

7 p.m.

I

THURSDAY

Reading Marathon
for Banned Book Week
Cotter Union - 120 Pulver Pavilion

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

Comics

I

7:45 a.m.

I

Presentation by Matt Wilder,
Professional Rock Climber

MONDAY

9 p.m.

I

7 p.m.

Pas De Deux 2
Boston Ballet Principal Dancers

L
1

Runnals-Strider Theater

B

7:30 p.m.

I

Totally 80s Party
21+ bring I.D.s

Lecture Series:
Using Library Catalogs
Miller Library - 133 Conference Room

SATURDAY

10 a.m
Want to lend us your voice for 10 minutes? Contact Cyrus Shahan (cshahan@colby.edu). Don't
have a book to read? No problem: there will be
books available to read. Are you aghast that you
haven't read a banned book in ages? No problem: our friendly neighborhood librarians all over
campus will be eager to help you find one! Need a
literary quote for your next tattoo? Come and find
one!

Portland - Baxter Boulevard

Matt Wilder will additionally be leading a climbing
clinic from 4-6 p.m. at the climbing wall in the
Alfond Athletic Center field house.

1"^^^^^^^ g^gg^^^^^^^ gj
Coffeehouse Show
We Avalanche
L
Mary Low- 105 Coffeehouse
I

Miller Library - Robinson Room

L

Cotter Union-Ill Lower Program Space
7 p.m.

12:50 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Thomas

SUNDAY
Maine Marathon

I

Men's Soccer vs. Southern Maine

|

I

Students are invited to enjoy a cup of coffee and
learn about helpful library services and resources ,
effective library research, information technology
tools and writing skills.

TUESDAY

Foss
9 p.m.
Do you love the 80s? How about Neon?
Spandex? Free beer? If you like any or all of these
things, this party is the place for you!

Study Abroad Fair

L

Scha/r-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center
104 Parker Reed Room

I
I

10:30 a.m.

1

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

How would you haze the first-years?
Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Sept. 29 through Thurs.,

Oct. 6
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school.... "

Daily at 2:10. 4:30, 6:50

— Jeff Furlong (Security)
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The Guard
96 min.
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Daily at 12:15
Friday & Saturday at 9:05

"/Va/WZap// "
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Daily at 12:00.2:20 .4:40.
7:00
Friday & Saturday at 9:05
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The Whistler Blower
112 min.
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Brighton Rock
111 min.
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Daily at 12:10* .2:30 .4:50,
7:10
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JOKAS '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
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Chalone Vineyard - Cabernet
Sauvingon or Merlot (750ml)

Were 15.99 N ow Onl y 9.99 + Tax and Deposit

Dynamite Merlot (750ml)

Was 12.99 Now Onl y 9.99 + Tax and Deposit
NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Students enjoy the Common Ground Fair held in Unity. Maine where p leasantries such as cuddl y bunnies could he f o un d

Maison Nicolas Bordeaux (750ml)
Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit

VIEWS FROM MILLER

Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

52 Front St., WaterviUe, ME

" Wwse ojf fffeiq
CHRIS KASPRAK/tHE COLBY ECHO

Professor Fleming brings his senior seminar class to the top of A/iller Library to enjoy a scenic view of WaterviUe terrain.

207-873-4300

We Deliver until 2 a in and don 't for get to ask about our weekly specials?
li>.oH" *atin»ni p..- kup with TolbylD

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: ANNA LEAVITT 12

A senior printmaker inspired by science

In her spare time Anna Lcavitl ' 12 perfects her technique in the printmaking studio in the attic ofBixler

By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

As an environmental science
major, printmaker Anna Leavitt
' 12 of Holliston. Mass. is not your
typical art student.
"I grew up drawing—my
mom 's an artist ." Leavitt said of
her creative origins, but when
she came to the Hill she wanted
to try something new. "1 didn 't
reall y know anything about environmental science...but 1 always
liked biology."
During Leavitt 's first two years
on the Hill, many of the courses
she took for her major relied pri
marily on memorization. "They
were interesting [classes], but I
don 't learn that way." she said, "i

love environmental studies, but
art gives me another perspective and allows me to explore the
same issues creativel y." To help
ease her fact-based course load ,
Leavitt has enrolled in an art class
each semester. "It 's really relaxing
to me," she said, explaining that
working with her hands helps her
to relieve stress and test the limits
of her imagination.
Leavitt cited the laid-back atmosphere of art classes on the
Hill as "a nice break from bigger
lecture-sty le classes," she said.
Leavitt has also benefitted greatly
from close interactions with her
art professors. "They really take
an interest in the progress of
each student," she said. "If you
show that you are interested in a
certain artist or style, the profes-

The focus ofLeavitt s art often overlaps with the subjects she encounters as an environmental studies major.

sor will show up to the next class ies of humpback whales in her
with at least 10 different books printmaking class. "I also just reon that subject."
ally love whales," she laughed.
While art began
Last
spring,
Leavitt
explored
as her escape from
environmental art
science, Leavitt has
found that the two,
even further when
for her, are actushe studied abroad
ally intertwined.
in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. "I had
"Environmentalan
hour-and-aism is usually the
half commute to
theme of my art,"
one of my classes,"
she said, as she often turns to what
Leavitt said, "and
along the way I'd
she is studying in
Anna
Leavitt
her science classes
take pictures that
Class of 2012
f or subject matter..
would turn into art
Last year, while
projects." This habit
resulted in Leavitt
writing a mock
proposal for a research grant to doing a series of prints based on picstudy the evolution of whale songs, turesshe took of trees growing along
she found herself etching the bod- sidewalks that were covered in trash.

I want to
make all the
windows in my
house out of
stained glass.

Scandinavian music, revisited

In Argentina, Leavitt took three
art classes: a glass workshop and a
printmaking class at the Instituto
Universitario National de Artes,
and a figure drawingclass at a cultural center.
All of Leavitt's classes were
taught entirely in Spanish, but that
did not hinder her drive. "I felt
really comfortable, even though
I was totally out of my comfort
zone," she said. "I'd never taken
a fi gure drawing class before, let
alone in a different language."
While Leavitt, like so many
other students who have studied
abroad, said that her experience in
Argentina helped her develop independence and a greater understanding of other cultures, it also
helped her develop as an artist. "It
was really cool to be enrolled at an

art university because everyone
there was so into what they did,"
she said. "At Colby, art has always
been something I like to do on the
side, but in Argentina it was my
main focus academically."
Back on the Hill, Leavitt regrets
that in order to complete all of the
courses she needs for her major,
she probably won't have time to
take an art class this year. "But I'm
doing more [art] than I ever have
on my own," she said. She recently
joined the pottery club, and she
hopes to find a nearby glass studio that will let her use their oven.
"I'm not going to be a painter
or a printmaker," Leavitt said,
"but art will always be a part of
my life. I want to make all the
windows in my house out of
stained glass."

THE ARTS IN BRIEF

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Visiting Writers Series:
Diane Seuss
Wednesday, September 28, 7p.m.
Robinson Room, Miller Library
Diane Seuss' most recent collection of poems, Wolf
Lake, White Gown Blown Open , received the Juniper Prize for Poetry from the University of Massachusetts Press and was published in 2010.

NICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Albert (left) , iebedinsky (center) and Howard (right} gave a fiery performance of eighteenth century Scandinavian music in Lorimer Chapel.

Triumvir puts a
modern spin on
period music
By DASH WASSERMAN
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

On Saturday, Sept. 24, students
and community members filled
the pews of Lorimer Chapel for
the first installment of the 20112012 Music at Colby Series, an
evening musical event entitled
"The Harpsichord with the Dragon Tattoo."
The seldom-heard eighteenth century Scandinavian music program
waj, performed by Triumvir—a recently formed musical trio consisting
of music associate Michael Albert on
the baroque violin, Brian Howard on
the baroque cello, and Henry Lebedinsky on the harpsichord.
Claiming thai "eighteenth
century music and rock and roll
are reallv not that different." the

trio used period instruments
to give a fiery performance inspired by the
heated political
climate at the
time the music was written.
"Music is meant
to be performed
and alive now "
Lebedinsky said ,
noting the scholarship that goes
into
rediscovering and then
reinterpreting
older music with
modern sensibilities.
The
trio 's
performance
was
nothing
short
of impressive. While
Scandinavia
may conjure up
imaces of cold,
desolate landscapes , the mast e r w o r k s chosen by T r i u m v i r

possessed incredible warmth
and play fulness.
hcatunng
p ieces by Johan
Helmich Roman
(1694-1758), Johann
Gottfried
Palschau (17411815),
Thomas
Bystrom (17721839),
John
Henrik Freithoff
(1713-1839), Henrik Philip Johnsen (1717-1779)
and Johan Agrell
(1701-1765), the
performance inspired
constant
awe and applause
of the audience.
Perhaps
the
most impressive
aspect of the evening was Albert 's
total command of
the violin. As he
played , Albert 's body jolted with
the dramatic notes of his violin—

While
Scandinavia
may conjure
up images of
cold, desolte
landscapes,
the works
chosen
by Triumvir
possessed
incredible
warmth and
playfulness.

musicaii and instrument fusing
together in a visual and auditory spectacle. Further, Alberts
romantic violin strokes came to
the forefront of most of the masterworks, particularl y Roman's
Sonata in C-minor.
While the violin generated
the emotional gravity of the
evening, it was the sour notes
of the harpsichord that trul y
broug ht to mind an earlier historical period. Lebedinsky 's
dizzying and impressive fingerwork at the harpsichord recalled the pomp and excitement
of a french salon of the time.
Despite incredible performances by Albert and Lebedinsky, the beautiful and full-bodied cello worked to brid ge the
sharp, distinct personalities of
the harpsichord and the violin.
While Triumvir's three instruments came together to paint
rich auditory pictures of the 18th
century, they revealed , more importantl y, the power of music to
move its audiences.

Reading Marathon for
Banned Books Week
Thursday, September 29, 10 a.m.
Pulver Pavilion, Cotter Union
Want to lend us your voice for 10 minutes? Contact
Cyrus Shahan (cshahan@colby.edu). Don't have
a book to read? No problem: there will be books
available. Are you aghast that you haven't read a
banned book in ages? No problem: our friendly
neighborhood librarians all over campus will be
eager to help you find one! Need a literary quote
for your next tattoo? Come and find one\

Pas Des Deux 2
Saturday, October 1, 7:30p.m.
Strider Theater
They're back! Boston Ballet Principal Dancers
Kathleen Breen Combes and YuryYanowsky,two of
today's most exciting ballet artists, return to Strider
with another bravura program of pas de deux and
solo work. Combes, hailed by The New York Times
as "a ballerina of colossal scale and boldness " is
among the country's foremost Balanchine interpreters, and Yanowsky was recently called "brilliantly versatile" by the UK's What'sOn Stage.com.
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Taking a ride with Drive

By Mike Southard, Staff Writer

I had mixed feelings about
Drive. Some sequences in the
film are as good as anything
I've seen this year—particularl y the tense opening and a
brutal scene that goes down ,
of all places, in an elevator.
Ryan Gosling
(otherwise
known as "The Goss" around
my apartment) has less than
30 lines in this movie but
gives an amazing performance. He plays a tougherthan-toug h stunt car driver
who, by night , is a getaway
driver for L.A.'s criminal underworld. His character is almost absurdl y cool and totall y
aware of the fact—it 's as if he
has painstakingly fashioned
himself after every character
that Clint Eastwood, Alain
Delon and Steve McQueen
have ever played. Taking place
outside of Holl ywood, the
film 's obsession with movie
lore is part of its charm—but
also its main shortcoming.
Like Quentin Tarantinos
films. Drive is referential to the
point of parod y. While you don 't
necessarily have to catch the references to Michael Mann's filmography, Jean-Pierre Melville or
Taxi Driver, I'd imagine that not
knowing these references would
make the movie seem incredibl y
empty; regardless, though, it is
empty. Drive is an incredibl y
violent genre flick disguised as
an art house-film, or maybe it 's
an art-house film disguised as
an incredibl y violent genre flick.
Either way, there isn't much
substance to this movie beyond
its stylistic and genre touches—
Drive is all surface. This isn't
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Porgy and Bess delights at the AmericanRepertory Theater

9 x: By Julia Lo, News Staff
¦4—•

to say that it 's not entertaining
(it is) or that the performances
aren 't good (they 're great , specifically Gosling's and Albert
Brooks' as a hack movie producer-turned-gangster who serves
as the main antagonist). But no
one in this film resembles, even
slightl y, srhuman being. The romance between Ryan Gosling
and Carey Mulligan's characters
is supposed to be sweet and pure
but—through lots of long pauses and supposedly meaningful
staring—is unintentionall y hilarious. It's unclear whether or
not director Nicolas Winding
Refn wants us to laugh at or relate to these characters, or if this
is all some hyper-specific commentary on noir cinema.
You should know that the
violence in Drive is out-ofcontrol gory, with heads blown
up, faces mashed in and dark
movie-red blood everywhere.
Again , it 's unclear what we're
supposed to make of the violence, which stands in stark
contrast to the bizarrely quiet
first section of the film. I suppose that is the point—the duality of man , the violence lurking within every person, etc.,
even if it 's not a particularl y
interesting point and is made
in the most blatantl y unsubtle
way imaginable. If you go see
Drive , you won't enjoy it for
what it has to say because it
doesn't have anything meaningful to say. You'll enjoy it for
the great performances, the deliberatel y cheesy. 80s-flavored
soundtrack and , theoreticall y,
all the film references. It 's
worth seeing.

On Sunday, Sept. 25, a special
showing of George Gershwin's
legendary opera Porgy and Bess
was performed for students and
representatives of Colby Conversations On Race (CCOR) and Society Organized Against Racism
(SOAR) at the American Repertory Theatre (A.R.T.) in Cambridge, Mass. A revival , this production is a celebrated fusion of
jazz and classical opera—a fresh
take on an old classic—and has
recieved outstanding reviews.
The original Porgy and Bess
opened on Broadway in 1935,
combining Edwin DuBose Heyward's libretto and George Gershwin's musical score. While
their vision was to successfully
depict a passionate love story
within an African American
community in Charleston. S.C.,
the era during which they lived
provoked a surface-deep plot
incorporating subtle stereotypes
and racist imagery.
Through the ingenious work
of the Creative Team. A.R.T.'s
production of Porgy and Bess has
entirely revamped and re-imagined those stereotypes. Instead
of the formulaic characterization
of the African American protagonists, the characters are now
genuine, emotional and most significantl y, real.
The all-star Creative Team includes A.R.T.'s Artistic Director
Diane Paulus, OBIE Award-winning composer Diedre Murray
and Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright Suzan-Lori Parks. Together,
the trio re-mastered the outdated
opera into a stunning historical
snapshot of African American life
in the South in the early 1920s.

c6ufttesv6^JuLiA Lb

Colby students and faculty pose with some of the cast o/"Porgy and Bess.
Although originally composed
as a classical opera, Porgy and
Bess has had a lasting impact on
music since the 1930s, when jazz
musicians and rockstars alike.
from Billie Holiday to Miles Davis
to Jams Joplin. began covering the
famous musical
motif "Summertime." The new
adaptation of the
fusion-opera has a
much larger basis
in musical roots
than
operatic
ones, appealing to
a wider audience.
The story follows
down-onher-luck
female
protagonist Bess
(Audra McDonald), who is abandoned by her
hostile lover, Crown (Phillip
Boykin), after he drunkenl y
murders a man. Bess takes refuge with a crippled man from

the small town of Catfish Row,
Porgy (Norm Lewis), leaving
behind the drug and alcohol culture of her urban origins. The
pair quickl y fall in love, but conflicts arise when
Crown returns
to get Bess back.
Ultimately, Bess
leaves
Catfish
Row for the city,
but , in a powerful ending performance, Porgy,
crippled leg and
all , decides to
go after her. Although the audience is left on
that mysterious
note, there was
a universal understanding that
Porgy makes it
to New York and finds Bess.
A.R.T.'s production of Porgy
and Bess as a whole was nothing less than spectacular. On
top of a fantastic contemporary

The A.R.T.'s
production
of Porgy
and Bess as
a while was
nothing
less than
spectacular.

arrangement Murray rooted in
neo-classicism , classical opera and jazz, the visual performance is beautifull y understated. While the setting is a fairly
simplistic stage made out of
pseudo ragged-ed ged and loose
boards, the effect of conveying
a country town or a fisherman's
wharf is perfected by different
colored li ghting depending on
the scene.
During culturally historic and
entertaining dance scenes, shadows and light play significant
f actors as 'embellishments of the
space. In an intense hurricane
scene toward the end , the wooden walls encompassing the stage
literall y lift up to reveal pouring
water and flashing lightning behind the stage.
In a discussion with university
students, faculty and the actors
of Porgy and Bess after the show,
one of the main themes considered was the new kind of truthfulness of the characters in the
story. The discussion began with
a powerful spoken word performance by Dean Jamele Adama
from Brandeis University, president of SOAR, and followed by
reactions and responses from
students and actors. William
Smith, director of the National
Center for Race Amity at Wheelock College and original founder of CCOR at Emerson College,
praised the new "cross-cultural
competency" that was lacking in
the original production. Essentially, individuals agreed that the
A.R.T. production of Porgy and
Bess re-imagined a momentary
opera and transformed it into a
timeless musical.

SKELETONS OF A BOAT

Start Your Career
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Ribs forming the skeleton of a boat hang on display at the Common Ground Fair this past weekend

A FILMMAKER DISCUSSES HIS WORK

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.
App lication Deadlines: November 15, February 1, March 15

.

Become our fan on Facebook.

facebook.com/northeasternuniversitymsamba
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617-373-3244
gspa@neu.edu
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www.msamba.neu.edu Northeastern university
Filmmaker Peter If utton speaksabout his short black-and-white films at a Sept 26 cinema studies lecture
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Men 's tennis competes
at New England ITAs

Carroll and Bryant advance to
doubles quarte rf inals; Yee and
Kimball f all in second round
By HILBERT SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's tennis team
took to the courts this past
weekend to participate in the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association ' s New England Region
Championships at Williams
College. Two double pairings
played for the Mules. Sophomores Jack Bryant and Matt
Carroll joined forces on one
pair , and senior tn-captains
Robert Yee and Tom Kimball
made up the other tandetu. Both
Carroll and Kimball also played
in the singles tournament.
Yee and Kimball won their
first round match 8-5 versus a duo
from Nichols College , but fell to
Andrew Schiener and Chns Dale
of the defending national cham-

pion, Amherst College.
Kimball faced a tough opponent from Amherst in the first
round of the singles bracket , losing 6-3. 6-0.
Meanwhile, the sophomore
duo of Bryant and Carroll
won their match 8-6 over a
pair from Bates and then took
a walkover victory in the second round due to an injury to
Amherst 's Wes Waterman.
This advanced the team to the
quarterfinals , where they faced
and ultimately were defeated
by Alec Parower and Derrick
Angle of Middlebury, 8-3.
Carroll had a better day than
Kimball in the sing les bracket ,
achieving victory over a Coast
Guard Academy player 6-2 ,
6-2 in the first round , before
losing to third-seeded Anson
MeCook of Trinity College in

the second round.
Amherst 's Joey Fritz won the
singles draw with a win over
Williams ' Matt Micheli. Fritz
was a five-star recruit coming
out of high school. Another tennis player you may know was
also a five-star recruit: Jack
Sock , who lost to Andy Roddick in the 2011 U.S. Open .
Williams ' Bryan Chow and Trey
Meyer defeated teammates Micheli and Felix Sun to take the
doubles crown.
Overall, it was not a bad show ing for the Mules, who battled
some tough competition in their
first contests since last spring.
Colby will play next over
Fall Break as the team travels to
upstate New York to face Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute , Hobart College, Ithaca College and
Oneonta State University. The
two weeks of practice should
help the Mules prepare for their
opponents and improve on their
performance going into the final
competition of the fall season.

W. soccer goes 1-1
vs. Husson, Tufts

Volleyball goes 1-3
at MIT Invitational

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Maggie Taylor '13 digs a ball. Colby volley ball was l-S on the weekend at the MIT Invitational.
By CHLOE MARMET
STAFF WRITER

Women 's volleyball had a
rough time on the road , losing
three of their four matches at
an Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Invitational
this past weekend. The Mules
played hard and kepi the scores
close in each set but fell to three
separate opponents in the twoday tournament.
Friday night the Mules left
the court with a 3-0 win over
Newbury College. Colby came
off strong in the victory, taking
the sets 25-14 , 25-19, 25-17.
The struggle came only later
in the ni ght when the Mules
battled back and forth with
MIT , eventuall y losing 25-22 ,
25-20, 25-22 .
Heading into Saturday 's
matches , the Mules were an
optimistic 1-1 for the weekend. They fell to Endicott College 3-1 on Saturday, Sept. 24 .
The final set scores were 2624 , 21-25 , 25-20 and 26-24 .
Later in the day, the Mules lost
25-20 , 25-12 , 25-22 to Frostburg State , landing them at 1-3
for the weekend.

Despite the final scores of
the last two matches , the Mules
p layed exceptionally well on

Although we
came out of
the tournament 1-3, we
played with
some of the
best teams in
New England
and were
right there
with them.

Caitlin Burchill
Class of 2012

Saturday and had the stats to
show for it. Sophomore Kate
Pleasants had 47 assists and
nine digs , and junior Emily

Varni had five ace serves in the
match against Endicott. Junior
Maggie Taylor and sophomore
Lily Kramlich-Taylor led a
strong offense with 17 and 13
kills , respectively.
Taylor continued her scoring
streak against Frostburg with
nine kills. Senior captain Caitlin
Burchill had nine kills in each
Saturday match. The Mules are
currently 5-4 for the season.
"I am extremely proud of how
we played this weekend. Although we came out of the tournament 1-3, we played some of
the best teams in New England
and we were right there with them
fighting back and forth for each
point," Burchill said.
The losses only further motivate the Mules for .next week's
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) matches against Bates
College, Connecticut College
and Tufts University. "While it
would have been nifce to finish
and take one of two more wins
in our close matches against
MIT and Endicott , the weekend
definitely fires us up to play
Bates for the second time this
Tuesday," Burchill concluded.

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

The Colbv women s soccer team defeated Husson University before f alling to Tufts University on Saturday.
By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

In the past w e e k , the
w o m e n 's soccer team exp e r i e n c e d both v i c t o r y and
d e f e a t , w i n n i n g a close
c o n t e s t 1-0 over Husson
University b e f o r e f a l l i n g
to Tufts U n i v e r s i t y 3-0.
A f t e r these g a m e s , the
M u l e s m o v e to 1-2 in New
E n g land
Small
College
A t h l e t i c Conference (NESC A C ) p l a y and 3-2 o v e r a l l .
The first m a t c h u p against
Husson
on
Wednesday,
Sept. 21 , d e m o n s t r a t e d the
Mules ' defensive strength
as the back line held the
Eagles t o j u s t three shots on
t h e match , w i t h none occurr i n g in the second h a l f of
p lay. D e f e n d e r s Kat McCarrick ' 1 3 , K a t e P i s t e l "14 ,
Grace D i c k i n s o n '14 and
F . m i l v Moos ' 1 2 remained
tig h t l y organized t h r o u g hout the game and were a
l e a d i n g factor in the Mules '
narrow v i c t o r y .
On o ffense , the M u l e s
tallied
17 shots , four of
w h i c h came from first-year
M a d d i c Tight , w h o also
scored the g a m e - w i n n i n g
goal u i t h 2 1 : 2 2 r e m a i n i n g
in the second h a l f . To beg i n the p l a y , C r y s t i Ts ujiua
' 1 4 passed the ball through
to Tig ht w h o t h e n pushed it
past a d e f e n d e r and into the
net off of a p o w e r f u l , leftfooted shot.
The next m a t c h of the
week , p l a y e d at home on
Saturday, Sept. 25. proved
m u c h less successfu l for
the M u l e s . Despite an ent h u s i a s t i c M u l e Mob crowd ,

the w o m e n w e r e shut out
against the Tufts J u m b o s ,
who r e m a i n u n b e a t e n in
N E S C A C play.
Tuft s ' first goal , courtesy of J a m i e L o v e - N i c h o l s ,
came off of a b r e a k a w a y
in t h e I l t h m i n u t e of the
first half and w a s f o l l o w e d
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 27 m i n u t e s
later by a n o t h e r goal from
Maeve S t e w a r t .
In the second half , a corner kick a t t e m p t ended in a
goal when A l i n a Okamoto
placed the ball in the net following a chaotic struggle in
front of the net. In total , the

Jumbos recorded 15 saves
while the Mules tallied 10 ,
indicating the Mules ' inability to convert their chances
on offense.
The Mules are scheduled
for three games in the coming week. The first , a match
against the University of
Maine at Farmington , will be
played at home on Tuesday,
Sept. 27 at 3:30 p.m. The following t w o matches , against
Trinity College and Wesleyan
University, will be played on
Oct. 1 and Oct. 2 in Hartford , Conn, and Middletown ,
Conn., respectively.
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Amue Papadellis J 4 passes the ball by Tufts defenders on Saturday.

Patriots : undefeated no more
Most New England Patriots
fans are probably asking, "What
just happened?" What happened is
that the Buffalo Bills outplayed the
Pats on offense and defense and
rode a befuddled Tom Brady to a
34-31 win on a last-minute chipshot field goal by Ryan Lindell.
Sometimes after a loss you can say
that one team exposed some previously unseen flaw in the other.
That was not what happened here.
When was the last time you
could accurately describe a Patriots ' game by saying, "Brady
sucked?" Because that is not that
much of an overstatement for
how this game went. Don 't pin
this game on the defense, which
did not play any worse or better
than expected. The weight of this
loss lies squarely on Tom Brady's
shoulders. 387 yards and four
touchdowns sounds like a great
stat line until you realize that he
also threw four picks. Two were
off tipped balls but Brady shares
at least partial blame for two of

the four. He under-threw Chad
Ochocinco and Rob Gronkowski,
leading to two of those INTs. Buffalo scored 24 points off of New
England
turnovers, and that includes a pick-six
scored by Drayton
Florence.
One of the only
two bright spots
on offense for
the Patriots was
Wes Welker, who
caught a franchise record 16
balls for a careerhigh 217 yards
and two touchdowns.
Welker
made a very loud
statement for the
MVP of the New
England Patriots
today, as he was
the best player
on the field every time he set
foot between the
sidelines. Despite
missing his other
half, Aaron Hernandez, Gronk
had another good day, with seven
catches for 109 yards and a pair
ofTDs.
The loss of Hernandez hurt

the Pats' offense even more than
anticipated , not only in his lost
production , but in the disappearance of Deion Branch, who
was covered like
a blanket every
time the ball was
thrown near him.
After
snagging
15 balls for 222
yards in the first
two games, he
was non-existent,
zero catches and
only thrown to a
couple of times.
The rush offense
was decent. BenJarvus "The Law
Firm" Green-Ellis , Danny Woodhead and Stevan
Ridley combined
for 87 yards on
23 touches. What
was puzzling was
only nine touches
for The Law Firm
despite his hard
running and ability to make the
defense concentrate on the rush.
Defensively, it was the same
old story. The run defense was
not bad , only allowing Fred
Jackson , the NFL's leading

When was
the last time
you could
accurately
describe a
Patriots'
game by saying, "Brady
sucked?"
Because that
is not much
of an overstatement...

rusher, a mere 74 yards on 12
carries, but that was also a fea- '
ture of Ryan Fitzpatrick throwing the ball 50 times. The blueprint on scoring against the Pats
is throw, throw and throw some
more. In all his drop-backs,
Fitzpatrick was only hit a handful of times and was not sacked;
this defense can not allow a QB
that much time against its secondary when it 's healthy, much
less when two starters, Patrick
Chung and Ras-I Dowling, are
out. Overall, another effort that
left something to be desired by
the defense, but this loss is not
on them.
The Patriots will try to remember how to win next week
against the Oakland Raiders
in the "Black Hole. " If Brady
thought Buffalo was loud ,
then he had better break out
the earmuffs because those
fans can get real rowdy. Oakland beat the Broncos at Mile
High in week one and then
lost a close game to the Bills
in Buffalo before defeating a
strong New York Jets team on
Sunday. New England must
get back on track on the West
Coast before the return home
to face the Jets , the villains of
last year.

Field hockey falls to Tufts
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Caitlyn Lancaster '12 blasts a shot during Colby 's loss to Tufts
University while Kelly Roth '12 looks to the goal for a rebound.

Colby field hockey took
ninth-ranked Tufts University to the brink this past
Saturday, Sept. 24 , but ultimately fell 2-1 in a heartbreaker at Bill Alfond Field.
The Mules fall to 0-4 overall
and 0-3 in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC).
Colby took a 1-0 lead in the
42 nd minute when Hannah
O'Brien '12 found the back of
the net on an assist from Caitlyn
Lancaster '12.
The Mules were able to fight
off a strong Jumbos attack for
most of the game, but the Tufts
squad outshot the Mules 22-8 and
earned eight more penalty corners

than the Colby women. Colby 's
goaltender, Michelle Burt * 14,
made eleven saves while Tufts '
Marianna Zuk was forced to
make just four.
Unfortunately for the Mules ,
Tufts broke through at just the
right time. Lia Sagerman netted the game-tying goal with
8:10 remaining, and Lindsay
Griffith put the game away with
2:07 to play, denying Colby
field hockey its first win of the
young season.
The Mules look to end
their four-game skid as they
take on Waterville 's own
Thomas College Wednesday
nig ht at 7 p.m. at home. Colby will then make a Connecticut road trip to face Trinity
College and Wesleyan University this weekend.

XC races
Interested
at Williams in writing for
Men f inish 11th; women seventh;
second men 's team wins at Unity
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby men 's and women 's
cross country each competed
at Williams College this past
weekend for the Purple Valley Classic. The
men placed 11th
out of 16 teams ,
and the women
earned seventh
place out of 16.
A second men 's
team
competed at a meet at
Unity College.
winning
the
meet as ei ght
Mules p laced in
the top 10.
Captain Brian
* 13
Desmond
was Colby 's top
runner of the
day, placing 53rd
out of 197 runners. Desmond
finished with a
time of 27:56.59
on the eight-kilometer course.
Fordham
University 's Julian
Saad won the meet with a time
of26:|3.27.
Other notable Mule finishers included Ben Lester '15
(77th , 28:44.72), Matthieu
Nadeau '12 (82nd , 28:44.72),
Will McCarthy ' 15 (85th ,
28:46. 99) and Paco DeFrancis '14 (86th , 28:47.65). Williams won the meet , with
fellow New Eng land Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) competitors Middlebury College and Amherst

College p lacing third and
sixth , respectivel y.
Colby won the Unity meet by
defeating Maine Maritime Academy, Unity, Thomas College and the
University of Maine at Machias.
Will Supple '12,
Noland Dumont
'15, Seth Gilbane
*15, Sean Madigan '15, David
White "15 , Chase
Hammond * 12 and
Kevin Clarke "14
all placed in the
top 10.
On the women's side, Berol
Dewdney '13 was
Colby's top runner with a time of
23:17, good for
17th place of 202
runners. Amherst
College 's
Keri
Lambert '13 won
the meet with a
time of 22 minutes even, the only
runner to break a
six-minute mile
average on the sixkilometer course.
Eva Lauer '15 placed 22nd
with a time of 23:20. Claire
Dunn (58th place, 24:27), Layne
Schwab (59th , 24.28), Kate Connoly (60th, 24.29) and Sophie
Weaver (63rd , 24:39) rounded out
the top five for Colby.
Middlebury won the meet,
and the Williams women placed
second in their home meet.
Both teams will next compete at the Bowdoin College
invitational
on Saturday,
Oct. 1.

On the
women's side,
Berol
Dewdney '13
was Colby's
top runner
with a time of
23:17, good
for 17th place
of 202
runners.

Sports?
E-mail rbyee
or strankle@
colby.edu

ULTIMATE HOSTING TOURNAMENT
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Colby ultimate frisbee will host a home tournament this coming weekend

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

The Mule Mob

SP0RT

Antagonizing
POSITION:

Standing
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Insults

HOMETOWN:
thrown
Mass. probably
WHY: In its inaugural weekend, the Mule
Mob proved to be a dominating force in the
world of cheering. Dressed in blue tank tops
and accompanied by an enthusiastic incarnation of the Colby Mule, the rowdy crew
filled the student sections at every home
game. Keep an eye out for the Mule Mob
in the coming weeks as the group appears
poised to smash all records in the realm of
unabashed school spirit and trash talking.

BY THE NUMBERS
23:17: Time recorded by women 's cross country runner Berol Dewdney '13 at the Williams
College Invitational, which earned her 17th
place out of 202 runners.
274: Total offensive yards recorded by Colby's
football team in its opening game against
Trinity College.
58: Score earned by men's golf team members Taggie Martin '13, Thomas Lampert
'12 and Alex Hymanson '12 to win the Colby
Invitational.
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Football downed by Trinity Golf hits links
Finish f irstand
second at two
home matches
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Quarterback Nick Kmetz '12 evades a tackle during Colby 's season-opening loss to Trinity College. The Mules fell by a score of 28-10.
The deficit did not demor- Nick Joseph '14 in the back defense , which held Colby
By ZACH HARTNETT
alize the Mutes , and they re- of the endzone for the Mules ' to 75 yards throughout the
STAFF WRITER
sponded quickly
lone touchdown game. "They are physical ,
A spirited Colby crowd with a 22-yard
of the day. The and they are aggressive , "
was not enough to help the field goal by
reception capped Kmetz said when describing
Bendit
football team overcome Trin- David
off a nine play, the opposition 's defense.
Trinity
stretched
its
ity College 's vaunted de- '13 that cut the
34-yard drive for
to
14-3
lead to 21-10 on a 30-yard
fense as the Mules dropped lead
Colby.
their opening game 28-10 with 12:20 to
The story of t o u c h d o w n pass from Jenthis past weekend.
play in the secthe second half n i n g s to A . J . Jones ' 1 5 ,
After an evenly played ond
quarter.
was
Trinity 's w i t h about 10 m i n u t e s to
first half , which found the The possession
defense.
The go in the third quarter. The
Mules down
10-4 , Trin- was highlighted
New
England B a n t a m s ' final touchdown
ity pulled away with touch- by a 51-yard
Small College came with 1:30 left to p l a y
Athletic
Con- in the game on a four-yard
downs in the third and fourth pass from seference (NES- run from Dante A s t h e i m e r ,
quarters to seal the game. nior quarterback
Kmetz
CAC) number- j u s t a few p l a y s after a
The final yardage total fa- Nick
*12 to tight end
one
ranked r o u g h i n g - t h e - k i c k e r penalvored Trinity 278-274.
defense
from ty gave T r i n i t y a first down
The B a n t a m s opened the Spencer Merwin
last year , the deep in Colby t e r r i t o r y .
s c o r i n g in the first quar- '12 that brought
Kmetz ended the day with 24
ter w h e n Ben C r i c k found Colby down to
Bantams
shut
Colb y ' down completions for 196 yards. Rethe e n d z o n e on a 42-yard Trinity 's 13-yard
the rest of the ceiving leaders for Colby were
r u s h on the o p e n i n g play of line. The offense
way, only al- Rob Turner ' 13 with four recepthe d r i v e . T r i n i t y s t r e t c h e d stalled a few
lowing
the tions for 48 yards and Merwin
its lead to 14-0 early in plays later , and
Mules
inside with two catches for 60 yards. On
the second q u a r t e r when the Mules were
their territory the defensive side of the ball, the
quarterback
H e d l e y Jen- forced to settle
twice. Kmetz , Mules were led by Mike Hyatt
n i n g s scored on a t w o - y a r d for a field goal.
Later in the
under pressure ' 14 (eight tackles) and Brian Melkeeper. The scoring d r i v e
much of the lett '12 (six tackles).
was set up w h e n Colby 's quarter , the Colday, was sacked
The Mules next game will
a t t e m p t at a fake p u n t re- by men reached
five times and be played against Middles u l t e d in an i n c o m p l e t e into their bag of
pass and T r i n i t y took over tricks when Merwin , taking a picked off once. Equally im- bury College on Oct. 1 at 1
pitch from Kmetz , hit receiver pressive was Trinity 's rush p.m. in Middlebury, Vt.
on d o w n s .

A spirited
Colby crowd
was not enough
to help the
football team
overcome
Trinity
College's
vaunted
defense as
the Mules
dropped
their opening
game 28-10
this past
weekend.

M. soccer can 't crack Tuft s' D
quality chances."
University of Maine at FarmPeter Quay le '15 and Josh
Indeed , Colby was able to ington in a 3-0 romp. First-year Richards * 14 sp lit time in
muster some offense at the end of forward Joe Stronach scored the goal but were untested as the
The men 's soccer team could the game, but it was too little too first and last goals for the Mules. Beavers just managed one
not capitalize on the enthusiasm late. The Mules ' only goal came The first goal, assisted by ju- shot and zero corner kicks.
and fan spirit of Code Blue day very late while pressing forward nior Nick Aubin , put the Mules The offense put pressure on
on Saturday as Colby fell to the to try to salvage the game; Jona- on the board in the 29th minute. Farmington goalkeeper Derek
Tufts University Jumbos by a than Sommer '14 scored his first Sophomore forward Nate Tol- Reilly with 17 shots and nine
- collegiate goal in the 90th min- man scored Colby 's second goal corner kicks.
score of 2-1.
After this weekend, the Mules
After a promising win over ute. Joslin made four saves on about 30 minutes later, also on
Middlebury a week prior that the game, and Tufts' keeper Alan an assist from Aubin. Stronach move to 3-2 with upcoming games
*
scored
the
final
goal
in
the
Bernstein
had
five.
79th
against
the University of Southern
seemed to portent big things for
The following day proved minute, this time on an assist Maine and New England Small
this year 's Mules, the Tufts defense proved too stout for the Col- more successful for Colby, how- from fellow first-year Andrew College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) foe Trinity College.
by attack. It took nearly all game ever, as the men ran over the Woonton.
for Colby to muster significant offense, only managing to score with
43 seconds remaining in the game.
Senior midfielder Matt BluniLiiHi.il put the Jumbos on the
board, notching his first goal of
the season in the 22nd minute
on a penalty kick. Tufts ' second
goal came as the whistle blew for
the end of the first half, as Maxime Moppenot eschewed a first
touch and one-timed a pass from
Jono Edclman past goalkeeper
Ben Joslin '12.
Colby head coach Mark Serdjenian said , "We were chasing
the game but felt that keeping
our first-half formation could get
us back into it. Then we became
a bit more daring after 15 minNICK IODICE/THE COLBY ECHO
utes or so and produced some First-year midfielder Andrew Woonton fends off a Tufts defender during the Mules ' 2-1 loss Saturday.
By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

The men's golf team hosted two
matches at home this weekend,
placing second in the Colby Classic
on Saturday and winning the Colby
Invitational the following dayFive schools competed in this
year 's Colby Classic, an annual
event, with each sending three
teams of two men. Of the 18
holes, six were played as best ball
(each person plays his own ball
and the lowest score is chosen on
each hole to be used for the team
score), six were scramble (one
ball is chosen from each shot, and
both players hit from there for the
next shot) and six were alternate
shot (the two players alternate hitting the same ball).
The University of New England (UNE) won the day with
an overall score of 213, which
p laced the team just two strokes
ahead of the Mules. Bates College followed in third p lace with
a score of 220, the University of
Maine at Farmington was fourth
(225) and the Maine Maritime
Academy (MMA) shot 237 overall. Jared Quinzel and Garret
Bonney of Bates shot a 69—one
under par—and took the lowest

individual score of the day.
"The team had a great outing
[at the Invitational on Sunday,]"
coach Mallory Young said. "We
lost by two to UNE, so we're
hoping to pull out the win today.
Today's format is a scramble, so
it 's a bit more relaxed and allows the team to work together."
Instead of three teams of two,
each school sent two teams of
three men.
Coach Young's wish came
*13 ,
true—Taggie
Martin
Thomas Lampert '12 and Alex
Hymanson ' 12 took gold for the
Mules, leading the day with a
low score of 58. Combined with
Captain Harry Smith *12 , Tripp
Huber ' 13 and Nathan Ellis "14
63 strokes , Colby had a total of
121. Bates and the University
of Maine at Presque Isle were
both 10 strokes behind overall and tied for second place.
MMA was fourth with a total
score of 132. A second team
of Colby players, comprised of
Scott Hanson '14, Steve Carroll '14 , Sanjay Bahl '12, Scott
Margolis *12 , David Kaufman
'14 and Jack Hartigan '15 took
a score of 138 for the day.
With little time to rest, the
Mules will try to carry the momentum into next weekend at
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference Tournament
in Middletown, Conn, on Oct. 1
and 2.
¦
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RED SOX FIGHTING FOR PLAYOFFS
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YWOO

SPORTS

The Boston Red Sox are tied with the Tampa Bay Rays f o r the
last playoff spot going into the f inal game of the regular season.

Colby
On Deck
THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES

" MEN'S SOCCER VS.
SOUTHERN MAINE
WEDNESDAY AT 4:00 P.M.

FIELD HOCKEY VS.
THOMAS
WEDNESDAY AT 7:00 P.M.

